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SUMMARY
This thesis represents Bayesian joint audio-visual tracking for the 3D locations of
multiple people and a current speaker(s) in a real conference environment. To achieve
this objective, it focuses on several different research interests, such as acoustic-feature
detection, visual-feature detection, a tracking framework, data association, and sen-
sor fusion. As acoustic-feature detection, time-delay-of-arrival (TDOA) estimation is
used for the detection of multiple acoustic sources. Localization performance using
TDOAs is also analyzed according to different configurations of microphones. As
visual-feature detection, Viola-Jones face detection is used to initialize the locations
of unknown multiple people. Then, motion detection using a corner feature, based
on the results from the Viola-Jones face detection, is used to follow these non-rigid
frontal faces/face profile/upper bodies in normal tracking mode. Simple point-to-line
correspondences between multiple cameras using fundamental matrices are used to
determine which features are more robust. As a method for data association and
sensor fusion, Monte-Carlo JPDAF and a data association with IPPF (DA-IPPF)
are implemented in the framework of particle filtering. The proposed algorithms and
framework are applied to three different tracking scenarios of acoustic source tracking,
visual source tracking, and joint acoustic-visual source tracking. Finally the imple-
mentation of this joint acoustic-visual tracking system using cameras and microphones





Target tracking is an old research topic, especially in the military, which uses radar,
sonar, or seismic sensors. However, as a result of the current popularity of the in-
ternet, high-speed networks, fast processors, and affordable sensing equipment, new
target-tracking applications, which use visual and acoustic sensors, have appeared in
commercial areas. The most representatives of these applications so far have been
video conferences, visual surveillance, and scene analysis.
Video conferences, based on the high-speed internet, have inspired the research
for more realistic, intelligent conference systems. Some research has implemented
these systems using high-resolution images, larger screen displays, and low delays
between both sides by developing better devices and networks. However, this is
not our research interest here. Other research has concentrated on implementing an
automatic camera steering system to track a “current speaker” to minimize the need
for a human-operated camera by localizing the accurate position of the speaker. In
this work, the current speaker refers to the person who is speaking at the current
time and can be any of the people attending the conference. This idea of localizing
the current speaker has been tried by using either acoustic features from microphone
arrays or visual features from camera images.
Visual surveillance is also greatly needed these days both indoors, such as in
offices, hospitals, and governmental buildings, and outdoors, such as in parking lots
and airports. Visual surveillance systems have been implemented by using multiple
cameras installed in different locations. Like video conference systems, they localize,
1
track, or recognize people by focusing on visual features such as faces, human bodies,
and/or motion information. They also use different sensors such as microphones,
infra-red badges, or lasers.
Another interesting application relevant to acoustic or visual tracking is scene
analysis. The Aware House [19] project at Georgia Tech, for example, focuses on de-
veloping a model of a future home and aims to provide services for its residents, so they
can maintain independence as they age. Providing this kind of assistance requires
location detection and activity recognition capability. Another example of indoor
scene analysis is CHIL, which, under the European Commission’s Sixth Framework
Programme [13], focuses on creating environments where computers serve people by
helping them interact with each other. This requires details of the people’s states, ac-
tivities, and even intentions. Even though these two projects have different purposes,
tracking subjects in their environments is required in both.
Since acoustic or visual tracking is fundamental to these applications just men-
tioned, this research focuses on detecting the locations of subjects. More specifically,
it proposes to track the three-dimensional (3D) locations of people and the current
speaker/speakers in a real conference environment in which the movements of people
or the locations of objects are not restricted for tracking purposes. In a real con-
ference environment, it is impossible to develop a perfect location tracker to cover
all irregular movements or activities, but we aim to detect/track the 3D locations
of multiple people and a current speaker(s) in time under non-stationary conditions
with acceptable accuracy.
To achieve this objective, this research first considers the capabilities and weak-
nesses of sensors such as cameras and microphones. The advantage of camera images
is that they provide various rich visual features, not only of the shapes of faces and
bodies, but also of the color differences among faces, bodies, and background. They
2
also easily detect motion from consecutive images, which indicates primarily the exis-
tence of foreground objects in contrast to a static background. One drawback of using
cameras, however, is that at least two cameras are required to detect the 3D locations
of attendants. Another drawback of it is that the angle of a view in a camera is a lim-
ited value. Moreover, in the case of low-resolution images, the detection of a speaker
is not an easy task because with such images, the specific target area, in this case
the mouth of the speaker, is usually not clear. An environment with multiple peo-
ple makes the detection of a current speaker even more difficult, because the current
speaker can be blocked by other people and not be seen in camera images. Therefore,
one might logically conclude that tracking a current speaker would be easier if the
approach focused on tracking by using speech. However, speech signals are intermit-
tent, and acoustic clutter, such as laughing, clapping, reverberation, or other noise,
disturbs accurate localization. Therefore, this research proposes to use both cameras
and microphones even though the computational complexity is increased. The goal
of this research is to demonstrate that using cameras and microphones together can
compensate for the most serious drawbacks of each, resulting in more robust tracking.
This research also evaluates the efficiency and accuracy of a number of algorithms
for acoustic and visual-feature detection. Even though there has been a great deal of
research on both kinds of detection algorithms, it is not easy to design appropriate
acoustic and visual feature-detection algorithms in a real conference environment as
described above. The goal here for acoustic-feature detection is to find appropriate
acoustic features for the detection of multiple speakers using a small number of micro-
phones. The goal for visual-feature detection is, while using low-resolution images, to
find appropriate visual features for the detection of multiple people who are moving
in an irregular manner.
To combine different measurements from cameras and microphones, this research
requires sensor fusion. To accomplish this, the research proposes using a Bayesian
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framework. This framework treats measurements and final locations as random vari-
ables and combines them in a probabilistic way using a joint probability density. By
considering non-linear relations between measurements and final 3D locations, this
research specifically uses a non-linear Bayesian method called a particle filter.
In target tracking, ambiguity between measurements and objects is inevitable,
which is a common issue of data association. This ambiguity can also occur as
a result of losing measurements or obtaining incorrect measurements. This research
solves these data association problems within the Bayesian framework using a particle
implementation.
In summary, this research proposes joint audio-visual tracking for the 3D locations
of multiple people and a current speaker in a real conference environment. To achieve
this objective, it focuses on several different research interests, such as acoustic-feature
detection, visual-feature detection, a non-linear Bayesian framework, data association,
and sensor fusion.
1.2 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 begins with research background to provide a big picture of the entire
research. The background is divided into five parts: acoustic-feature detection, visual-
feature detection, a conventional particle filter, data association, and sensor fusion.
Each part briefly introduces the most representative algorithms and discusses their
advantages and weaknesses.
Chapter 3 introduces acoustic and visual-feature detection. Acoustic-feature de-
tection is based on time-delay-of-arrival (TDOA) estimation. Localization using
TDOAs will be analyzed according to different configurations of microphones. Visual-
feature detection uses Viola-Jones face detection as an initialization method. Then,
a corner feature, based on the results from the Viola-Jones face detection, is used for
motion detection for a specific object. Simple point-to-line correspondences between
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multiple cameras using fundamental matrices are used to determine which features
are more robust.
Chapter 4 introduces approaches for both data association and sensor fusion.
This chapter first introduces a data association parameter, a joint probabilistic data
association filter (JPDAF). Then, it develops and evaluates two algorithms of Monte-
Carlo JPDAF and a data association with IPPF (DA-IPPF), which are implemented
in the framework of particle filtering. It then goes on to propose an initialization
method to find the number and initial locations of the objects by using multiple data
association hypotheses.
Chapter 5 shows multiple target tracking using sensors of a single type, such
as acoustic tracking using multiple microphones and visual tracking using multiple
cameras by using both the features detection of Chapter 3 and the framework of
Chapter 4. Simple data models are proposed for the particle filter. Then, according
to different scenarios of data association methods, measurement noise, falsely detected
data, and missing data, simulation demonstrates the results of the initialization and
multiple target tracking.
Chapter 6 shows multiple people tracking and speaker activity detection using
both microphones and cameras. The simulation results reveal performance improve-
ment as a result of using joint sensors compared to using only microphones or cameras.
Chapter 7 addresses the real-time implementation of this joint acoustic-visual
tracking system using a PC, four cameras, and six microphones. This chapter is
divided into two parts consisting of system implementation and real-time process-
ing. The part dealing with system implementation introduces the components of the
real system. The part that explains real-time processing focuses on reducing both





A system for Bayesian multiple-target tracking using multiple cameras and micro-
phones can be represented as having three different blocks: sensors, source-feature

















Figure 2.1: The block diagram of a Bayesian multiple-target tracking system using multiple cam-
eras and microphones.
the design of the sensors is outside the scope of this research, the latter two blocks,
source feature detection and non-linear Bayesian target tracking, are the major inter-
ests. Source-feature detection is divided into acoustic-feature detection, which uses
microphones, and visual-feature detection, which uses multiple cameras. Non-linear
Bayesian target tracking is divided into three components: updating/filtering, data
association, and sensor fusion. The updating/filtering uses a state-space approach
to model a dynamic system, the data association clarifies the relationship between
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unlabeled measurements and targets, and the sensor fusion merges the different mea-
surements from the cameras and microphones. While acoustic and visual-feature de-
tection operate independently, the three sub-components of the non-linear Bayesian
target tracking are integrated into the single unified framework of particle filtering.
2.2 Acoustic Feature Detection
Acoustic-feature detection is an active research area in acoustics and sonar. It es-
timates the location features of a single source or multiple acoustic sources using
multiple microphones at different locations. These location features are a 2D/3D po-
sition, a range, or a direction-of-arrival (DOA). The common algorithms applied to
location feature estimation are time-delay estimation methods (TDE) [31–33, 62, 67]
and beamforming techniques [3, 10, 11, 76].
The TDE methods, which are sometimes called two-step TDE methods, are used
to estimate the relative time delay between pairs of microphones. The first step esti-
mates the time delay of arrival (TDOA). The most representative methods for TDOA
estimation are a generalized cross-correlation (GCC), a phase transform (PHAT), and
an adaptive eigenvalue decomposition algorithm (AEDA) [31]. The second step de-
termines a final source location by using the intersection of a set of hyperbolic curves
derived from the estimated multiple TDOAs. The most representative methods for
source localization are an iterative maximum likelihood (ML) method and a spherical-
interpolation method [33,62]. These TDE methods are commonly used because they
are quite fast, robust, and easy to implement in an ideal free field. However, they are
known to be limited in that they can detect only a single source.
In addition to the TDE method, the DOAs of a single source or multiple sources
can be estimated by beamforming methods [38, 40]. Some of the most well known
of these methods are a delay-and-sum beamformer, a minimum variance distortion
beamformer (MVDR), multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [64], and root MUSIC.
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The capability of beamformers to carry out multiple source detection has great poten-
tial for multiple object tracking. However, because beamforming searches all possible
regions, one of its drawback of the beamforming is that, compared to TDE methods,
it usually requires more processing time. Another drawback is that since beamformers
are built on pre-defined signal models (such as a wide or a narrow band signal and a
spherical-wave or a plane-wave propagation model), the performance of beamformers
is degraded if the models are mismatched in a real environment.
Even though both TDE and beamforming methods work well in an ideal free
field, their performance degrades in an environment with reverberation or severe
noise. Rather than attacking reverberation directly, one way to solve this problem is
to apply non-linear Bayesian filtering [8,17,53,67,71,76]. Non-linear Bayesian filtering
utilizes the fact that the detected measurements caused by reverberation do not have
temporal consistency while the detected measurements from the true sources do have
temporal consistency.
2.3 Visual Feature Detection
As mentioned before, visual surveillance [5, 65, 66] and conference systems are two
dominant applications for tracking people [23, 52]. While outdoor surveillance sys-
tems focus on detecting whole bodies of moving people with faraway cameras, con-
ference systems and indoor surveillance systems focus on detecting only upper bodies
or faces/heads using close-range cameras. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.2 and
Figure 2.3. In Figure 2.2, the sizes of the people in an outdoor surveillance system
are small, and the motion of the people is the main feature used to distinguish them
from the background [37]. Compared to the sizes of the people in Figure 2.2, the sizes
of the people in the conference system in Figure 2.3 are relatively large and do not
have distinct, directional motion. Therefore, in conference systems, a face feature is
most commonly used.
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(a) An image from camera 1. (b) An image from camera 2
Figure 2.2: Sample surveillance images using two cameras from PETS2001.
(a) An image from camera 1 (b) An image from camera 2
Figure 2.3: Sample images captured from our conference system with two cameras.
Face detection using images, which focuses primarily on the detection of frontal
faces, has been extensively researched in the past 30 years, but, surprisingly, this
research area is still challenging. Yang [74] classified face-detection research prior
to 2000 into four categories: knowledge-based, feature-based, template-based, and
appearance-based. Among the four categories, methods in feature-based and appearance-
based categories are more popular than the others.
In addition to Yang’s classification, face detection based on Freund’s Adaboost [18]
was proposed by Viola [69] in 2001, which made a great impact on face-detection
research. It led face-detection research in the direction of developing algorithms for
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real-time implementation [48]. In this research, the algorithm proposed by Viola
and Jones [69] will be called a Viola-Jones detector. Three main components of the
Viola-Jones detector are its use of an integral image to reduce computational time,
an Adaboost algorithm with weak classifiers to train face and non-face models, and a
cascade search. Each of these components has resulted in additional research that has
furthered the field [41,46,48]. The fact that OpenCV [35], which is an open computer
vision library from INTEL, added the Viola-Jones detector to its library has provided
easy access to this algorithm. To overcome its frontal face detection limitation, the
Viola-Jones detector added rotated features of frontal faces so that it could detect
rotated frontal faces [41, 46, 48]. The Viola-Jones detector has also been extended to
the non-frontal face detection of face profiles, upper bodies, or whole bodies [29, 70].
While the methods introduced so far, called frame-based approaches here, were
developed based on a single image, some detection algorithms have been developed for
using video sequences such as a blob detector [36] and a mean-shift algorithm [15].
One advantage of these video-based approaches is that they can incorporate any
frame-based algorithms. Another advantage is that they exploit temporal correlation
between consecutive frames. Therefore, video-based approaches usually assume that
objects have motion. This means that they can extract foreground objects using
frame differences or background extraction algorithms [37,63]. Another advantage of
video-based approaches is that they can reduce computational time by using temporal
correlations. Since the current position for objects can be assumed from the previous
position of the objects using temporal correlation, objects can be found without the
need to search whole images. However, one weakness of video-based approaches is
that the success of object detection in video usually requires accurate initialization.
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2.4 Non-linear Bayesian Tracking: Particle Filter
While the two previous sections introduced several algorithms for extracting appropri-
ate acoustic and visual features for targets from cameras and microphones, this section
describes how to build a tracking system with the measurements from the feature ex-
traction and known information about the tracking system. A Bayesian framework,
which is a probabilistic framework [4, 12], treats any kind of measurements and in-
terests about targets, 3D locations here (called a state space), as random variables
and attempts to construct a joint probability density of the state space. All known
information about the tracking system, called the prior information, is also described
with a probability and reflected to the tracking system. For simplicity of explanation,
this section introduces mathematical symbols and terminology. A variable to be es-
timated from tracking is called a state space and is denoted by x. z, measurements,
indicates extracted features from sensors. t indicates the current time, and 0 : t indi-
cates time up to time t beginning at t = 0. A matrix is described with a bold, capital
letter, a vector with a bold, lowercase letter, and a scalar with a lowercase, regular
letter. xt is a state-space vector at time t, zt is a measurement vector at time t as
zt = [z1,t, . . . , zn,t]
T , and Zt is a measurement matrix up to time t as Zt = [z1, . . . , zt].
Instead of Zt, z1:t is sometimes used to mean the same when it needs to show time
clearly.
Bayesian tracking is built on a state-space model, a hidden Markov model, and
Bayesian estimation. A system in a Bayesian framework is described by using a state-
space model with two parts: a state update model as Equation (1) and a measurement
model as Equation (2).
xt = ft(xt−1,vt) (1)
zt = ht(xt,nt) (2)
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ft(.) and ht(.) are linear or non-linear functions, which describe the relationship be-
tween xt and xt−1 and between xt and zt. These two functions are used to estimate
probabilities computed from a prior probability and a data likelihood.
A hidden Markov model in the Bayesian tracking, specifically a first-order Markov
model, simplifies the relationship among the current and past state spaces and mea-
surements. When the first-order Markov model is applied to the state-space model,
the current state space depends only on the previous state. As a result, the prior
probability simplifies to p(xt|x1:t−1) = p(xt|xt−1).
The Bayesian estimation in Bayesian tracker estimates a certain analytic function




where f(x) is an analytic function, and p(x|z) is the posterior probability of x. If the
state is the quantity tracked, as in this research, the Bayesian estimation of x is just




A major problem in Bayesian tracking is how to estimate the posterior probability
of the state at each time. Since this posterior probability cannot be estimated directly,


















The numerator in Equation (5) is calculated with a filtering process using the
priori probability and a previously estimated state, as in Equation (6), and an up-
dating process using a data likelihood, as in Equation (7). The denominator, called
a predictive measurement, is simply the integral of the numerator with respect to xt
as in Equation (8).
Filtering : p(xt|Zt−1) =
∫
p(xt|xt−1)p(xt−1|Zt−1)dxt−1 (6)
Updating: p(xt|Zt) = p(zt|xt)p(xt|Zt−1) (7)
Predictive measurement : p(zt|Zt−1) =
∫
p(zt|xt)p(xt|Zt−1)dxt (8)
The most famous and successful method of Bayesian tracking is a Kalman fil-
ter [12]. However, a Kalman filter is based on two assumptions: a linear system and
a Gaussian posterior probability. In reality, many tracking systems have non-linear
state update and/or data likelihood models, so a Kalman filter cannot be directly
applied to non-linear systems.
To adapt the Kalman filter to a non-linear system, an extended Kalman filter [7,12]
and an unscented Kalman filter [12,50] were developed and successfully applied. Since
an extended Kalman filter is the local linearization of a non-linear function using a
first-order Taylor expansion, it is still limited in its ability to describe the function
satisfactorily. An unscented Kalman filter samples several points around a mean value
and then propagates these samples into a non-linear function. While an extended
Kalman filter keeps only the first-order statistics, an unscented Kalman filter can
keep the first-order, second-order, and even higher statistics. Therefore, it is known
to track a non-linear function much better than an extended Kalman filter.
A totally different approach that describes a probability with weighted discrete
samples was developed [4, 12, 17, 76]. Using this approach, Bayesian tracking tries to
implement a non-linear posterior probability and a data likelihood. This attempt to
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describe a posterior probability as weighted discrete samples originated from Monte-
Carlo approximation methods [12], which, in turn, were developed to estimate difficult
integral functions. When a Monte-Carlo method is recursively applied to estimate a
posterior probability in time, this method is called a sequential Monte-Carlo method.
This is also called a sequential Monte-Carlo method or a particle filter. This research
uses a particle filter as its basic framework for non-linear Bayesian tracking.
2.4.1 Sequential Importance Sampling














t denote discrete samples and their corresponding associated weights.
Then, a major problem in the implementation of the particle filter becomes more spe-
cific: how to generate these samples and calculate their weights.
The samples and weights are generated using importance sampling [12]. In im-
portance sampling, samples are generated by a probability called an importance den-
sity or a proposal function, q(x). This importance density should be easily imple-
mented and cover the support region of the true posterior probability. To calculate
the weights, an analytic probability pi(x), which has the property that pi(x) ∝ p(x),
should be proposed. Here, p(x) is the unknown, true probability of x. Then, the
weights, w
(n)
t in Equation (9), are approximated by the ratio of pi(x) to the impor-















t are approximations of the true probability of x can be shown
by using Bayesian estimation of Equation (4). Equation (4) is approximated as in
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t is assumed to be generated by its posterior p(xt|zt). When the numerator















































t as in Equa-







t δ(xt − x
(n)
t ). (15)
To estimate the posterior probability in Bayesian tracking, importance sampling
should be performed whenever measurements are available. Fortunately, the impor-
tance density factors into two parts dependent on the current time t and the previous
time t− 1 as
q(xt|Zt) = q(xt|xt−1,Zt)q(xt−1|Zt−1). (16)
Then, the weight, w
(n)
t , is recursively described using the previous weight, w
(n)
t−1 at





































This sequential importance sampling is a key attribute of the particle filter. How-
ever, the particle filter still has other critical issues, such as degeneracy, the curse of
dimensionality, the choice of a proposal function, etc., which will be briefly explained.
2.4.2 Degeneracy
In sequential importance sampling, degeneracy indicates a phenomenon whereby very
few particles have high weights, but most of the particles have negligible weights
after a few iterations. Since degeneracy wastes most particles, it becomes difficult
to estimate a true posterior probability using the remaining few particles. There is







For example, if all particles have the same weight, 1
N
, Nˆeff = N . If only one
particle has weight 1 but the other particles have 0, Nˆeff = 1. Therefore, a small
Nˆeff means severe degeneracy. The degeneracy should be predicted beforehand and
avoided by using either a good proposal function or a resampling process.
2.4.3 Proposal Function
Since a proposal function determines how to distribute particles, a well-designed pro-
posal function greatly improves the effectiveness of particles to describe a proba-
bility. The proposal function used the most frequently is a state update model,
p(xt|xt−1) [21]. However, when a true measurement falls far from the estimated state,
particles generated using the state update model will not be distributed well. There-











Another solution for degeneracy is to resample particles whenever significant degen-
eracy occurs. This is straightforward although it sometimes causes another problem,
sample impoverishment, which means that samples are not distributed diversely be-
cause many samples are repeated by resampling. However, resampling is very effective
for reducing degeneracy. The basic idea of resampling is to eliminate samples that
have negligible weights, and copy samples that have high weights, maximizing the




The resampling algorithm is implemented by calculating a cumulative probability
density in Table 2.1. Then, a generic particle filter is shown as in Table 2.2, which
includes the resampling.
Table 2.1: A resampling algorithm.
For n=1:
Initialize a cumulative density function (CDF): c1 = 0
For n=2. . . N:
Construct a CDF using w
(n)
t : cn = cn−1 + w
(n)
t
Generate one sample from uniform distribution: u1 ∼ U [0, N−1]
For j=1. . . N:
Move along the CDF of uj: uj = u1 +
(j−1)
N
While uj > cn, n = n + 1
Keep the index of a parent for sample j : j(n) = n
For j=1. . . N:







2.4.5 Multiple Target Tracking
The curse of dimensionality is another issue in a generic particle filter. The curse of
dimensionality indicates a problem caused by an exponential increase of a volume or
a large dimension by adding extra spaces. This curse of dimensionality occurs when
a standard particle filter is applied to multiple-target tracking. When a particle filter
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Table 2.2: A genetic particle filter.


























Normalize the importance weights w
(n)
t .












tracks multiple targets, the dimension of its state space is multiplied by the number
of targets. Then, one subspace for one target in the state space has a high weight, but
the other subspaces for other targets in the same state space may have low weights.
Then, the weight for this state space becomes small due to the subspaces having
low weights. Therefore, as the number of targets increases, the required number of
particles exponentially increases to achieve a certain performance in a standard par-
ticle filter. Orton [53] addressed this problem well and proposed applying partitioned
sampling for this problem.
Partitioned sampling [47] is a strategy that divides the state space into two or
more partitions and sequentially generates particles for each partition followed by
an appropriate resampling operation. Orton partitioned each target as an individual
partition and then applied importance sampling for each target independently. This
algorithm is called an independent partitioned particle filter (IPPF), which is summa-
rized in Table 2.3. The IPPF works well with fewer particles than a generic particle
filter, when both are applied to multiple-target tracking. However, this is only true
when accurate data association between measurements and targets is provided [8,53].
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Table 2.3: An algorithm for the independent partitioned particle filter.
Define xt = [x1,t . . .xK,t]
T
At time t=0:
Initialize all particles with initial values.
For time t > 0:
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Data association between measurements and targets is always required in both single
and multiple-target tracking. In single-target tracking, clutter creates the need for
data association. In multiple-target tracking, even in the absence of clutter, there
is inevitable ambiguity of assigning a measurement to one of multiple targets. This
ambiguity is depicted in Figure 2.4. In Figure 2.4, z1, z2, z3 and z4 denote the
measurements detected from sensors. The dotted lines in the figure show hidden,
true associations between the measurements and targets, but there is no clue or
information transmitted from the feature detection how each measurement is related
to the target. Therefore, data association has to deal with the association between
the unlabeled measurements and the targets. It also deals with cases of missing data
and falsely detected data.
Since this research uses a non-linear Bayesian approach for the main tracking
framework, data association also should be integrated into this Bayesian framework.
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Sensor 1 Sensor n
Target1      Target2 Missing data New TargetClutter
Association between targets and  measurements (?)
. . .
Figure 2.4: The ambiguity between targets and measurements.
The simplest method is a nearest-neighbor standard filter (NNSF) [6]. The NNSF
predicts a measurement by using past measurements without looking at real mea-
surements, which is called a predicted measurement. Around the predicted measure-
ment in the measurement space, the NNSF draws a gate or validation region. This
validation region is an area where a new measurement can be found with a high
probability. The NNSF considers measurements inside the validation region as valid
measurements. Then, as a true measurement, it chooses the nearest real measurement
from the predicted measurement. This is a fairly reasonable approach, but there are
cases when no measurement or multiple measurements exist in the region. If there
are multiple measurements in the validation region, choosing the nearest measure-
ment as a true measurement may discard other feasible measurements. Instead of
choosing only one measurement for one target, a probabilistic data association fil-
ter, which keeps all feasible measurements to each target but reflects each feasible
measurement’s contribution as a probability, was developed.
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The most representative probabilistic data association methods are a probability
data association filter (PDAF)for a single target and a joint probability data associa-
tion filter (JPDAF) and a multiple hypothesis filter (MHF) for multiple targets [6,68].
These methods use a gating of a NNSF as the first filtering step in order to reduce
the number of valid measurements. Then, the JPDAF associates measurements to
targets. It cannot deal with new targets, but it does generate a more feasible num-
ber of data association hypotheses. A MHF attempts to use all possible association
hypotheses, including new targets, by associating a measurement to a target, but
it suffers from the computational complexity caused by a much higher number of
possible association hypotheses than JPDAF.
In order to apply these probabilistic data association methods to the framework of
a particle filter, JPDAF was implemented based on discrete samples [45,56], and then
Vermaark summarized this approach and called it MC-JPDAF in [68]. He also tried
to drive data association methods directly from the particle filter framework [68].
This research will develop two data association methods in the particle filtering
framework using multiple cameras and microphones, which are based on Vermaak’s
work [68]. One is MC-JPDAF, which is Monte-Carlo approximation of JPDAF. The
other is an extension of IPPF with data association, called DA-IPPF here. This
research will further improve the DA-IPPF and compare the performance of MC-
JPDAF and DA-IPPF, when applied to acoustic speaker tracking, visual target track-
ing, and joint audio-visual tracking in subsequent chapters.
2.6 Sensor Fusion
Sensor fusion is the process of combining information from various sensors. Sensor
fusion seeks synergistic effects using different, multiple sensors. One potential gain
is to yield more robust and consistent results using redundancy and complementar-
ity from different sensors [67]. In communication or data compression, redundant
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information should be removed. In tracking, however, redundant information from
multiple sensors ensures more robust tracking because all measurements inherently
have some degree of uncertainty. Complementarity between multiple sensors also im-
proves the robustness of tracking. For example, visual data helps to track a speaker in
a room with high reverberation. Reverberation affects acoustic data greatly but has
no effect on visual data. Therefore, using different kinds of sensors usually increases
the robustness of tracking.
Another potential gain of sensor fusion is to yield new information [2,22,54]. For
example, consider using stereo cameras. Since one camera image gives only 2D images
of the environment, a point on the 2D image maps to a line in 3D. However, images
from stereo cameras can yield a point in 3D.
The way humans learn about their surroundings is the most representative sensor
fusion of all. Sensor fusion in humans is too natural to explain. However, it is not
a simple task for a machine. A complicated mechanism has to be set up to make
inferences using different information from different sensors. The most popular tech-
niques are fuzzy logic, Dempster-Shafer reasoning, a neural network, and Bayesian
approaches [28]. Hosein Nezhad [28] compared the performance of fuzzy, Dempster,
and a Bayesian approach and concluded that the Bayesian approach was more appro-
priate for the authors’ application of navigation and path planning in an occupancy
grid map.
A Bayesian approach for sensor fusion is widely used because of its simple fusion
mechanism. The fusion mechanism is statistical data fusion based on Bayes’ theorem
and a hidden Markov model. It is implemented by assuming conditional independence
between measurements from multiple sensors when the hidden target states are given.
If the measurement from sensor 1 is denoted by z1 and the measurement from sensor
2 is denoted by z2, the posterior probability for x is described by using a prior, p(x),
and a joint data likelihood, p(z1, z2|x). Then, the conditional independence makes
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This is the main mechanism of sensor fusion. Even when there are many similar or
different sensors, the same rule applied in Equation (21) is applied.
According to how the measurements from the sensors are organized, the sensor
fusion is categorized in two ways: centralized fusion or decentralized fusion [34, 42].
Centralized fusion is shown in Figure 2.5(a) and decentralized fusion in Figure 2.5(b).
Centralized fusion simultaneously collects all measurements from sensors and uses
them at one time, so its posterior probability can be evaluated as a product of the
posterior probability from each sensor.
p(x|z1, z2, z3, . . . , zn) ∝ p(x)p(z1|x)p(z2|x)p(z3|x) . . . p(zn|x). (22)
Centralized fusion can be used for a small video conference system where the small
numbers of cameras and microphones are connected to one system and capture data
synchronously, as in our research.
Decentralized sensor fusion collects and fuses the measurements from each sensor
one by one in a certain order, so the posterior probability is described as
p(x|z1, z2, z3, . . . , zn) ∝ p(x|zn)p(x|z1, z2, z3, . . . , zn−1). (23)
Decentralized fusion can be applied for a wireless network with thousands of nodes
with different delays. In the decentralized method, each sensor calculates the posterior
probability by using its own measurements and the posterior probability transmitted
from the preceding sensors.
Considering sensor fusion for multiple targets using cameras and microphones,




Sensor 1 Sensor n. . .
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Sensor 3
(a) Centralized sensor fusion




(b) Decentralized sensor fusion
Figure 2.5: The structure of the centralized and decentralized sensor fusion.
hidden state for the acoustic measurements is only a part of the state, and the sensor
fusion in Equation (22) or Equation (23) cannot be applied directly. This problem
can be solved using partitioned sampling, or it can be solved by data association
without any additional processing. During data association, each measurement is
tested and determined which substate the measurement belongs to. Therefore, an
acoustic measurement is associated with its hidden state through data association.
Then, sensor fusion is done using the data association.
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CHAPTER III
DETECTION OF ACOUSTIC AND VISUAL FEATURES
3.1 Overview
Since the performance of target tracking greatly depends on the accuracy of the
detected targets features, robust feature detection is necessary for good tracking.
Feature detection usually consists of two parts: choosing appropriate features and
developing algorithms to detect those features. This section describes acoustic-feature
detection first followed by visual-feature detection. Each feature detection method
has different requirements and challenges.
3.2 Detection of Acoustic Features
There are several requirements for acoustic-feature detection in this research. First
and most important is that it should detect multiple sources. Second is that it must
be used in a closed room environment, not in an open space, which means that the
input acoustic signals are affected by reverberation as well as random noise. The third
requirement is that it should be an appropriate acoustic feature for particle filtering.
The last requirement is that it should use a small number of microphones, no more
than six or seven.
With these requirements, both a direction of arrival (DOA) and a time delay of
arrival (TDOA) were considered for acoustic features. The DOA is usually detected
using beamforming, which was initially determined to be more appropriate for this
research because it can detect multiple targets. However, since only one DOA is
generated from one microphone array using a beamformer, DOA estimation needs
at least two microphone arrays to track 3D locations in Cartesian coordinates. This
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contradicts our requirement of using a small number of microphones. It also requires
that the microphones be located within a spacing of λ
2
to prevent aliasing in the
spatial domain [26]. Here, λ represents the maximum bandwidth of the input signal.
TDE methods using TDOA features are known to be limited to detect only a
single source. However, they can localize multiple sources when TDOAs are used for
measurements with data association as will be discussed in Chapter 4. In addition,
since one TDOA is calculated from only a pair of microphones, not a whole array,
using TDOAs requires far fewer microphones than beamformers. Therefore, this
research determined that TDOAs were more appropriate features than DOAs.
3.2.1 TDOA Estimation
To define a model for a TDOA, the positions of all microphones are assumed to be
known in advance. Then, the distance and the propagation time between a source
and microphone i are described as
Di ,
√





where (xi, yi, zi) denotes the known position of microphone i, (xs, ys, zs) denotes the
unknown 3D position of a source, and c is the speed of sound in air.
Then, a TDOA between a source and microphone i and the source and microphone
j is defined using the distances between the source and each microphone. dij is the
distance difference between Di and Dj , and τij is the TDOA.




= τi − τj . (27)
In reality, the TDOA is quantized to an integer because it is estimated as the
delayed number of samples between two digital audio signals, captured at a sampling
frequency Fs, as in Equation (28). ⌊ in Equation (28) indicates that the value in the
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parentheses is an integer value.
τˆij = ⌊(τijFs)[samples]. (28)
To estimate the TDOA from real speech signals, the phase transform (PHAT) [39]
is applied. The PHAT is similar to a generalized cross-correlation (GCC) method [39]
but uses only phase information from the input signals because the phase information










where xi(t) and xj(t) are the signals at microphones i and j in the time domain, and
Xi(f) and Xj(f) are the corresponding signals in the frequency domain.
In an ideal free field environment, only one single, direct path exists for the prop-
agated signals, as in Figure 3.1(a). In this ideal free field, the signal captured in
microphone i is an attenuated, delayed version of the direct source signal. This sig-
nal in the time domain and the corresponding signal in the frequency domain are
described as
xi(t) =αis(t− τi) (30)
Xi(f) =αie
−2piτifS(f) (31)
where s(t) is a source signal, and αi is an attenuation parameter.















The PHAT performs worse than GCC for periodic, narrow-band signals, but outper-
forms GCC in speech.
In a reverberant environment, as in Figure 3.1(b), the signal propagates through
one direct path and numerous indirect paths. Therefore, Equation (31), the signal
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source
Microphone i Microphone j
Direct path
source
Microphone i Microphone j
Direct path
(a) In an idea free field environment (b) In reverberant environment
Figure 3.1: Signal transmission in an ideal free field environment and in a reverberant environment.
The rectangle indicates a closed room.
model for propagation based on an ideal free field model, is no longer valid. To detect
TDOAs that are tolerant to reverberation, multiple TDOAs are detected through the
use of the PHAT method. The detected multiple TDOAs are assumed to include both
TDOAs from direct paths of the real sources and TDOAs caused by reverberation.
While the TDOAs caused by reverberation do not have temporal consistency, the
TDOAs from true sources do.
Random noise in a room is also considered because the random noise degrades
general performance for the cross-correlation of two signals. Therefore, it affects the
accuracy of detected TDOAs significantly.
Incorrect TDOAs and missing TDOAs caused by reverberation and random noise
can be solved by data association, as discussed in Chapter 4, which figures out which
TDOA is valid by exploiting temporal consistency.
3.3 Simulation for Acoustic Feature Detection
The simulation in the section is designed for four purposes. One is to show the
accuracy of TDOA estimation with respect to the positions of the microphones. The
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second is to show that TDOA can detect multiple sources. The third is to evaluate
the performance of TDOA detection according to different signal-to-noise ratios. The
last is to evaluate the performance of TDOA detection according to different room
reverberation times.
3.3.1 Simulation Environment
Figure 3.2 shows the floor plan of a conference room. The size of the room is approx-
imately 590[cm] x 360[cm] x 270[cm]. The reference point of the room, (0, 0, 0), is
the left and bottom corner of the room as indicated in the figure. The microphones
are assumed to be located in one of two distributions: a centralized array and a dis-
tributed array. In Figure 3.2, the numbers in circles in the center of the room show the
locations of all the microphones in the centralized array. The numbers along the walls
show the locations of all the microphones in the distributed array. Table 3.4 shows
the correct positions of the microphones. The numbers in parentheses in Table 3.4

























Figure 3.2: The locations of multiple microphones in a room.
For simulation, two different voices of a male and a female are captured at a
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Table 3.4: The locations of microphones in an array.
microphone # Centralized array Distributed array
1 (300, 30,120) (300, 0,100)
2 (330, 30,120) (330, 0,270)
3 (270, 30,120) (590,200, 30)
4 (300, 0,120) (590,230,270)
5 (300, 30,150) (200,360, 30)
6 (300, 30, 90) ( 0,200,250)
sampling rate of 16 KHz and used as sound sources. These signals are shown in
Figure 3.3. The speech signals are delayed and attenuated according to the distances
between the locations of the microphones and the source(s) for simulations using the





where xi(t) is the signal at microphone i, and Di(s(t)) is the distance between micro-
phone i and source s(t) in Equation (25). To implement attenuation in this simula-
tion, D1 is used as a reference distance. If the distance between microphone i and the
source is longer than the reference distance (i.e., the distance between microphone 1
and the source), the amplitude of xi(t) is attenuated. If the distance between micro-
phone 1 and the source is shorter than the reference distance, the amplitude of xi(t)
is magnified. For the simulation of two speakers, both male and female speech signals








For the simulation of reverberation, we use Matlab program released by Lehmann [43].
His program can generate room impulse responses depending on the size of a room, the
positions of multiple microphones, different reverberation time. The research gener-
ates room impulse responses of T60 = 0.2[sec] and T60 = 0.5[sec] using the distributed
array. Then, these room impulse responses are convolved with the two speech signals.
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Male voice for target 1





Female voice for target 2
Figure 3.3: Two sample speech signals for simulation.
3.3.2 Accuracy of TDOA according to Microphone locations
Unlike beamformers, TDOA estimation does not require that all microphones be lo-
cated within a spacing of the half length of the maximum bandwidth of an input
signal (i.e. d ≤ λ
2
). This is because TDOA estimation is performed in the time do-
main, not in the spatio-temporal domain. Therefore, TDOA estimation permits more
freedom to place microphones. To maximize the performance of TDOA estimation in
a room, this simulation tries two different microphone configurations: a centralized
array and a distributed array in Table 3.4.
A centralized array is known to achieve good performance in the near field around
the array but worse performance in the far field [31]. This indicates that if this
research uses a centralized array, the tracking performance can be inaccurate in the
far field. This is why the research tries both a centralized array and distributed array.
The reason the centralized array has inaccurate performance in a far field can
be explained with TDOA contour maps for the room. Figure 3.4 shows the TDOA
contour maps in different 2D planes (x-y, x-z, and y-z planes). The other remaining
variable for these planes is fixed with a specific value given in the figure. For example,
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the first row of Figure 3.4(a) shows contour maps in the x-y plane when z is fixed
at 120[cm]. From left to right, each sub-figure shows a TDOA contour map for
microphones 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 1 and 5, and 1 and 6, which are labeled Mic
pair 1, Mic pair 2, Mic pair 3, Mic pair 4, and Mic pair 5. Using six microphones,
the maximum possible number of microphone pairs is C(No, 2) = C(6, 2) = 6!
4!2!
= 15,
but this number of microphone pairs greatly increases the computational complexity
at initialization and data association. Therefore, only five microphone pairs are used
here.
The localization of a source using multiple TDOA measurements is carried out to
find the best intersection of all TDOAs corresponding to the source. Using the TDOA
contour maps of the first row of Figure 3.4(a), the intersection of the TDOAs of a
source in the far field of the room is represented as shown in Figure 3.5. As shown
in the contour maps of Mic pair 4 and Mic pair 5, the TDOAs are the same in the
back half of the room. This indicates that the TDOAs from these two pairs cannot
contribute to the localization at all, but that the TDOAs from the first three pairs
do. However, the overlapping area of three TDOAs from the first three sensor pairs
is less like a point and more like a long ellipse. This ellipse gives a good idea only of
the direction, not of the 3D position of the source. When the same scenario is applied
to the distributed array, the intersection of five TDOAs using Figure 3.4(b) is more
like a point than an ellipse. This is because, in the distributed array, the TDOAs are
quite dense and distinct all around the room unlike the centralized array. Therefore,
using the distributed array provides more consistent, better localization than using
the centralized array.
3.3.3 Detection of Multiple TDOAs
The purpose for the simulation in this section is to check the accuracy of detected
TDOAs according to different signal-to-noise ratios. It is assumed that there are two
32
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(a) The centralized array














































































































































































































































































































































(b) The distributed array
Figure 3.4: TDOA contour maps in different 2D planes.
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Positon of a real 
source 
pair4 & pair5 
X
Y
Figure 3.5: The overlapping area of three TDOAs from the first three sensor pairs for a single
source in the far field in the x-y plane using the centralized array.
speakers moving as in Figure 3.6. The blue line shows Target 1, and the red line
shows target 2. “St” shows the starting position, and “Ed” shows the ending position
of each target. Target 1 moves from (270, 260, 230) to (400, 150, 120), and target 2
moves from (350, 100, 170) to (200, 150, 100) at a constant speed. The trajectories of
these two targets will be used for the simulation of visual tracking and audio-visual
tracking for performance comparison in the following chapters.






















Figure 3.6: Trajectory of two speakers in the x-y plane for the simulation.
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To estimate TDOAs using PHAT in the reverberant environment with noise, mul-
tiple peaks from the cross-correlation in Equation (32) are selected. However, choosing
an optimum number of peaks can be tricky. When the number of targets is known,
it is reasonable to select the same number of peaks as targets, but it may result in
a loss of real peaks. This is because the peaks resulting from the indirect paths of
one source caused by reverberation might dominate the peaks generated by the direct
path of another source.
It may seem that it would be possible simply to set a certain threshold to detect
the number of salient peaks. However, this approach is also unreliable because some
peaks from true sources do not appear as distinct, as shown in Figure 3.7, which shows
two examples of the cross-correlation in a different time frame with two sources. Fig-
ure 3.7(b) shows only one peak even though there are two sources, while Figure 3.7(a)
shows two distinct peaks. To detect true TDOAs such as those in Figure 3.7(b) using
thresholding, the threshold should be lower, but setting it lower can result in more
false alarms. After numerous attempts to select the peaks using a fixed number or
using thresholding, it was observed that using a fixed number obtains better results
than thresholding. In a Gaussian noise environment or with a short reverberation
time like T60 = 0.2, the missing data are minimized when the number of peaks chosen
is the same as the number of targets, but with a reverberation time of T60 = 0.5,
the missing data are minimized when the number of peaks chosen is one or two more
than the number of targets.
Figure 3.8 shows the detected TDOAs using the centralized array and the dis-
tributed array in the scenario of Figure 3.6. Here, two peaks are chosen from each
audio frame. The blue lines represent the true values of the TDOAs, and the red
dots indicate detected TDOAs. Clearly, using the distributed array results in more
correct detection and fewer false alarms and missing data than using the centralized
array.
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(a) Two distinct peaks for two speakers







(b) One distinct peak for two speakers














































































(b) Using the distributed array
Figure 3.8: The results of estimated TDOAs using different microphone arrays.
Another purpose of the simulation in this section is to evaluate performance degra-
dation according to different signal-to-noise ratios. Here, the distributed array is used,
and white Gaussian noise is added. Given the desired SNR, the variance of the noise
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is calculated as




The estimated TDOAs according to different signal-to-noise ratios are demon-
strated in Figure 3.9. As the SNR decreases from 30 dB to 10 dB, the missing data
rates clearly increase. At 20 dB as in Figure 3.9 (b), the missing rate is around 0.13.
In Figure 3.9 (c), even though more peaks are detected, the missing data rate does
not improve much. In Figure 3.9 (d), at 10 dB, the missing data rate is around 0.3.
When more peaks are detected, as in Figure 3.9 (e), more false alarms are generated,
but the missing data rate does not decrease. The rate of false alarms in Figure 3.9 (e)
is around 0.15. The environment of SNR = 10 dB is quite noisy. Generally, the noise
in a closed environment is better than = 10 dB.
The estimated TDOAs according to different reverberation times are demon-
strated in Figure 3.10. At reverberation time T60 = 0.2, the detected TDOA is
quite accurate most of time, and the missing data rate is not significant. At reverber-
ation time T60 = 0.5, the missing data rate is significant, more than 50%, when two
peaks are chosen. When four peaks are chosen, the missing rate decreases slightly,
especially at Mic pair 5.
3.4 Detection of Visual Features
Visual-feature detection finds the appropriate visual features of multiple people using
close-range cameras and develops algorithms to detect the visual features. Since
the images from close-range cameras give the upper body parts of people, faces and
heads can be the most appropriate visual features. However, when multiple people are
moving in an irregular manner, while an acoustic source can be still modeled as a point
source, visual features such as faces and heads should be modeled as non-rigid objects.
The detection of these non-rigid faces/heads is not an easy problem. In addition, since











































































































































































(e) Choosing three peaks, snr= 10 dB
Figure 3.9: The estimated TDOAs according to different signal-to-noise ratio.
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(c) Choosing four peaks, T60 = 0.5[sec]
Figure 3.10: The estimated TDOAs according to different reverberation times.
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the multiple camera images. To reduce the computational complexity, this research
uses small images such as 320 (H) x 240 (V). Therefore, visual-feature detection is
also required to work with a low-resolution image.
First, skin-color detection was applied and evaluated for our test images. Because
of its limitations described below, it was replaced by Viola-Jones detector as our
face/head detection method. To overcome the low detection rate of this Viola-Jones
detector for non-rigid faces/heads in time, video-based algorithms were tried. A
mean-shift algorithm is applied to our video sequences, and then we propose using
motion detection using corner detection/matching.
In addition, since multiple cameras have the same target(s), there is correlation
between the targets from multiple cameras. This means that the detected features in
one camera can give a hint of the location of the features to the other cameras. The
simplest relation between a pair of cameras is epipolar geometry, which is expressed
in a fundamental matrix. In this research, we simply use this point-to-line correspon-
dence using epipolar geometry to determine the robustness of detected features.
3.4.1 Detection of Skin Color
In numerous studies in the literature, skin features have been used to detect faces [14,
27,30,54,55,67]. Past research has revealed that face color differences among different
races is caused by a difference of luminance, not chrominance [74]. Therefore, the
chrominance of skin color can be an invariant feature for the detection of faces. Since
an algorithm for skin color detection is applied to each pixel, it is also an appropriate
feature for the detection of non-rigid faces. However, because the area detected as
skin can include bare arms and legs as well as faces, another algorithm should be
applied to separate faces from the other skin color areas.
For skin color detection, a likelihood ratio test [27, 44] can be applied. This test
calculates the data likelihood for skin and non-skin by using skin training data and
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non-skin training data. Then, using the simple hypotheses that a pixel represents
either skin or non-skin, the likelihood ratio test classifies each pixel as skin or non-
skin. Figure 3.11 shows one result of skin color detection with the likelihood ratio
test. The left sub-image in Figure 3.11 is an original image, and the middle image is
a binary image. In this binary image, pixels detected as having skin color are white
and pixels detected as having non-skin color are black. The right image shows the
skin pixels in the original image. Most of skin parts, such as faces, necks, and hands,
are correctly detected as skin, but the yellowish and pinkish wall is also detected as
skin. The brown doors and tables are also detected as skin even though they are not
shown here.
(a) Original image (b) Binary skin image (c) Detected skin-color image
Figure 3.11: One result of a skin color test using a likelihood ratio test.
Even though skin pixels in this test image are detected accurately, we cannot use
skin color as a feature to detect faces, because skin feature detection produces high
falsely detected data rate from background areas, such as walls and doors, that may
have colors similar to those present in skin. Moreover, when a camera shows the heads
of people behind, the skin color cannot detect any object. Therefore, luminance data
can work better than chrominance in general, so we use a Viola-Jones detector as its
starting point.
3.4.2 Initialization using Viola-Jones Detectors
The Viola-Jones detector [69] was initially developed to detect a frontal face. To
detect multi-view faces, the Viola-Jones detector is trained with multi-view faces
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captured from different angles [72, 75]. If the multi-view face training data are cap-
tured at each 10◦, nine Viola-Jones detectors are needed, which requires considerable
computation. Therefore, instead of training the Viola-Jones detectors with multi-view
faces at different angles, this research uses three Viola-Jones detectors to detect three
features : a frontal face, a face profile, and an upper body, which complementarily
work with each other.
Figure 3.12(a) demonstrates the detection results of applying the three Viola-
Jones detectors to relatively large faces. The red, blue, and yellow rectangles show
the detected objects using the Viola-Jones detector for front face, face profile, and
upper body features. The left image in Figure 3.12(a) detects one frontal face in a
wrong place. The middle image in Figure 3.12(a) shows perfect detection by using all
three detectors. The right image loses one face completely after the person rotates
her face.
Figure 3.12(b) demonstrates the results when the sizes of faces in a test image are
quite small, around 20 by 20 pixels. In this case, even though the faces are clearly
frontal faces, they cannot be detected because the small faces lose details. The Viola-
Jones detector for the upper body works in this case. Even though the Viola-Jones
detectors for frontal faces and face profile do not detect the person, the Viola-Jones
detector for upper body does detect the upper body of the person. The Viola-Jones
detector for upper body also detects the upper body from behind. If only one upper
body is detected, the location and size of a face/head can be approximated using the
location and the size of the upper body. However, the three Viola-Jones detectors do
not satisfactorily detect non-rigid faces/heads in time. In addition, since the Viola-
Jones detector is frame-based feature detection, there is a possibility of reducing
computational complexity when it is combined with a video-based approach.
Therefore, this research uses the three Viola-Jones detectors using frontal face,
face profile, and upper body features at initialization. After the initial position of
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Frame 27 Frame 43 Frame 49
(a)
Frame 9 Frame 12 Frame 19
(b)
Figure 3.12: One result using three Viola-Jones detectors for a frontal face, a face profile, and
upper body features.
each object is found, the objects are detected using a video-based approach, which is
explained below.
3.4.3 Mean Shift Algorithm
As a video-based approach, a mean-shift algorithm using color proved to be applica-
ble for non-rigid object detection [15, 16, 59]. Even though the face detection using
skin color was proved not to be applicable to our room environment, the mean-shift
algorithm using color shows different results because it is performed based on a re-
gion, not on a pixel. The region including a face also includes hair and clothes, so the
mean-shift algorithm works even with similar skin-color background clutter. How-
ever, the mean-shift algorithm becomes worse when the object moves quickly against
a similar color background.
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This research implements the mean-shift algorithm described in [16]. The results
of applying the mean-shift algorithm to our test images are demonstrated in Fig-
ure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. The test images have two people. Figure 3.13 shows the
initialization results using the three Viola-Jones detectors. The first person is de-
tected at frame 22, and the second person is detected at frame 40. The kernel density
is estimated from the pixels inside each rectangular window. Even though both ob-
jects are Asians with similar skin color and hair color, the kernel densities are quite
different as in Figure 3.13(c) and (d). The kernel densities are calculated in a 32 x
32 window of the CbCr-plane and drawn after bearing changed into a column-based
vector.
(a)Object 1 at frame 22 (b)Object 2 at frame 40














(c) The kernel density of object 1 (d) The kernel density of object 2
Figure 3.13: Initial positions of two targets detected using Viola-Jones detectors for a mean-shift
algorithm and the kernel density of each object derived from the region of the red box.
Figure 3.14 demonstrates the final positions of the faces. The initialization occurs
only once for each object, as in Figure 3.13. The sizes of the objects are fixed as the
sizes of the initial faces, as in Figure 3.13. Figure 3.14 also shows the Bhattachayya
coefficients for each target, ρk,n, for object k at frame n.
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Frame 45 Frame 66 Frame 82
Frame 83 Frame 84 Frame 85
Figure 3.14: One result from the mean-shift algorithm applied to our test sequence(ρ1,45 =
0.987, ρ1,66 = 0.955, ρ1,82 = 0.964, ρ1,83 = 0.97, ρ1,84 = 0.970, ρ1,85 = 0.962, ρ2,45 = 0.984, ρ1,66 =
0.984, ρ1,82 = 0.994, ρ1,83 = 0.99, ρ1,84 = 0.823, ρ1,85 = 0.834).
Even though the mean-shift algorithm using color shows a distinct kernel density
for each object, the similar skin-color background hinders the accurate detection
of faces. As shown in the first row in Figure 3.14, due to the similar skin-color
background, the detected positions of object 2 are not exactly the center of the
object even though they have high Bhattachayya coefficients. The worst result of
the mean-shift algorithm applied to our test images is that, when object 2 moves
quickly at frame 84 and 85, the mean-shift algorithm does not converge to the right
position. Therefore, we tries a new feature, a corner, based on luminance data in
video sequences, instead of improving the mean-shift algorithm because the mean-
shift algorithm using color is inherently limited when the background color is skin-like.
3.4.4 Motion Estimation using Corner Detection/Matching
The mean-shift algorithm using color cannot detect a fast moving face over a similar
skin-like background. The cause of the object being lost after it is detected is motion
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in the object. This means that an object can be followed only if the motion of the
object can be correctly detected. Consequently, the problem that needs to be solved
becomes how to capture the global motion of the object.
As a method for motion estimation, a block-matching algorithm is the most rep-
resentative algorithm and is used in video codecs such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and
H.263, but this algorithm is based on blocks, not a single object. Methods for global
motion estimation can detect the motion of the whole image, like that of a camera
panning across an area instead of focusing on the motion of a specific object. There-
fore, to detect the motion of a non-rigid object accurately, this research considers a
totally different feature, a corner.
Corners are pixels that have strong luminance changes in orthogonal directions.
The corners [24] are invariant to rotations, small scale changes, affine transforma-
tions, and small illumination changes [51]. They are used for random sample consen-
sus (RANSAC), automatic homography, automatic image stitching [25], and non-rigid
object tracking [49, 61]. This research proposes that the corners can be used as fea-
tures for the motion detection of non-rigid objects. Motion detection using corners
is composed of two parts: corner detection and motion estimation from the detected
corners.
Among several corner detectors, a Harris corner detector is used most frequently [24,
60]. The Harris corner director was proposed to improve Moravec’s corner detec-
tor [60] by using auto-correlation. Denoting an image intensity by I(u, v) in the
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where w(u, v) is a smooth circular window like a Gaussian density. The shifted
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where Ix(u, v) and Iy(u, v) denote first-order partial derivatives in the x and y direc-
tions. If the matrix in the middle of Equation (37) is replaced with M, Equation (37)












In the quadratic equation of an ellipse, the eigenvalues of M decide the shape of
the ellipse. Since corners have high intensity changes in both principal directions,
they have two large eigenvalues, while edges have a large eigenvalue and a small
eigenvalue, and flat areas have two small eigenvalues. This indicates that the analysis
of the eigenvalues of M is enough to distinguish corners from edges and flat areas.
Each pixel is determined by evaluating a corner response, R, which is described using
a determinant and a trace with two eigenvalues as
R =Det(M)− k(Trace(M))2 (39)
=(λ1λ2)− k(λ1 + λ2)
2 (40)
where λ1 and λ2 are two eigenvalues, and k is determined empirically. If R at a
pixel is bigger than a threshold, the pixel is determined to be a corner. Figure 3.15
demonstrates the results of applying the above corner detection to our test sequence.
The red crosses show the locations of detected corners. As in Figure 3.15, one-
directional edges, for example, the bottom line of the wall panel, are not detected as
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corners.
Frame 1 Frame 40 Frame 66
Figure 3.15: One result of the corner detection applied to our test sequence.
After corners have been extracted in each image, the next step is to find the best
matching points between the corners of two consecutive images. This is done by calcu-
lating the cross-correlation over the current frame at each detected corner belonging to
each object in the previous frame. However, after detecting the best matching corners,
some matching corners are totally incorrect matches. These outliers should be deleted
to get the best motion vector from the true matching corners belonging to each object.
This deletion can be done using a median or random sample consensus (RANSAC).
This research uses a median because it is simple. Figure 3.16 demonstrates the objects
detected with motion vectors using corner detection/matching.
The frames used in Figure 3.16 are the same as the frames in Figure 3.14 applied
for the mean-shift algorithm. The black rectangles show the position of the objects in
the previous frame over the current frame, and the red rectangles show the position
of the detected objects in the current frame. The red arrows connect two matching
corners between two consecutive images. When one object does not have motion,
the red arrows appear as points. At frames 83, 84, and 85, there are several outliers
whose motion vectors are very different from the actual global motion vector for the
object. The global motion vector for each object is obtained by deriving the median
from all matching corners from the object.
The final results are relatively accurate regardless of whether the motion that is
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Frame 45 Frame 66 Frame 82
Frame 83 Frame 84 Frame 85
Frame 94 Frame 97 Frame 101
Figure 3.16: One result of motion detection using corner detection/matching.
occurring is fast or not, except the case when the object size becomes suddenly larger
when an object approaches the camera. Then, the window, which is applied to the
object, cannot contain the boundary of the face. The large face also shows all details
of the face, so it generates many new corners. As a result, the number of matching
corners suddenly decreases, and the motion vector detected from this small number
of the matching corners is inaccurate.
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3.4.5 Point-to-line Correspondence in Multiple Camera Geometry
The initialization with three Viola-Jones detectors and then motion detection using
corner matching works very well for images having frontal faces/profiles like Fig-
ure 3.16, but it still cannot find sufficient features from the camera located behind
the people. If the initial measurements are chosen as only two overlapping features as
described in section 3.4.2, in order to use more reliable measurements, the upper body
features detected from the back of the people cannot be used. Since the initialization
step to estimate initial positions of the objects in particle filtering needs accurate
measurements, the measurements detected from a single classifier cannot be used for
the initialization because they can be inaccurate or completely false. However, they
can be used for tracking because the data association, which will be described in
Chapter 4, can solve the problem of falsely detected data. Therefore, this section
describes correspondences between multiple cameras and proposes a simple method
to decide which measurement can be made more robust by using the correspondence
between multiple cameras.
In object detection using multiple cameras, using dependence between calibrated
cameras is highly recommended because the geometrical dependence can help to de-
rive better and more accurate measurements of objects. The most fundamental de-
pendence is epipolar geometry, which is a point-to-line correspondence between two
cameras described by a fundamental matrix described more fully in Appendix B. The
relationship described by the fundamental matrix is between two cameras, and it can
be extended to more than two cameras. Figure 3.17 shows this correspondence among
three cameras.
The first row of Figure 3.17 shows a hand-picked point in camera 1 and the two
corresponding lines in camera 2 and camera 3, which intersect with the correct per-
son. The second row of Figure 3.17 also shows correct point-to-line correspondences
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Camera 1 Camera 2 Camera 3
Figure 3.17: The point-to-line correspondence using the fundamental matrices of three cameras.
A point in one camera is mapping into the lines of the other cameras.
between multiple cameras when a point in camera 3 is given. This point-to-line corre-
spondence is independent of the scene and depends only on the geometry and internal
characteristics of the cameras. Using the correspondence narrows the possible area
where the undetected object is located in another camera, from a 2D whole image to
a line.
When we have more than two cameras, and if any two cameras detect the same
object, the point-to-line correspondences even further narrow the possible locations
of objects in the third camera to a single point. In Figure 3.18, camera 1 detects a
correct upper body of one object, and camera 2 also detects a correct face profile of
the object, but camera 3 does not detect any feature of the object. However, when
the point-to-line correspondences of two cameras are applied to camera 3, the location
of the object is localized using the intersection of the two lines. However, this is an
ideal case where we have only a single object, which is detected accurately in at least
two cameras.
If there are falsely detected measurements, this point-to-line correspondence gives
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Figure 3.18: The results the fundamental matrix is applied to our images. Two cameras detected
accurate position of the object, and the line correspondences driven from these points localize the
correct position of the object in the third camera.
the wrong idea about the location of the object. Figure 3.19 shows a case that has
a falsely detected measurement in a single object. The feature point detected from
camera 1 in Figure 3.19 derives red lines in the other cameras, which cross the correct
object. However, the object detected in camera 3 does not exist in camera 1 and
camera 2, but blue lines are derived on these two cameras. Therefore, the intersection
of two derived lines in camera 2 is the wrong position of the object.
Figure 3.19: Only one camera detected accurate position of the object, and another camera has a
wrong measurement. Then, the line correspondences driven from these points give a wrong position
of the object in the third camera.
In the case of multiple objects, the relationship between line correspondences be-
comes more complicated even though there are only accurately detected objects as in
Figure 3.20. In Figure 3.20, camera 1 detects one upper body and one frontal face.
The two lines driven to camera 2 from the two features in camera 1 are nearly parallel
and are close each other. The two lines driven to camera 3 from the same points in
camera 1 are almost coincident because one object blocks the other. Therefore, the
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leftmost object in camera 2 has two intersections, but it is hard to distinguish which
intersection is correct. It is risky to detect new locations using intersections of two
crossing lines since our Viola-Jones detector has a high falsely detected measurement
rate. Therefore, this research does not use any intersection derived from correspond-
ing lines, but only uses lines to determine whether a visual feature detected from
single classifier is robust or not.
Figure 3.20: The point-line correspondences in case of multiple objects
The algorithm to determine robust visual features from detected features from only
a single classifier uses a distance measure calculated from a point and a line, measured
in pixels. First, all corresponding lines are derived from all measurements from Viola-
Jones detectors using three features. Next, distances are calculated between the
derived lines and robust feature points of the other cameras. If a distance is less than
few pixels, the original visual feature matched for the line is classified as a robust
feature.
The whole algorithm for visual feature detection is summarized in Figure 3.21.
First, Viola-Jones detectors using three classifiers search of every frame of the whole
image. At the same time, motion detection using corner detection are applied if there
are any robust features detected from the previous frame. If there is a feature detected
from two classifiers at the same time, it is compared with the current robust features
from motion detection using corners, whether it is the same location or not. If it is a
totally new feature, then it is added to the list of robust features. If it is the same as
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Figure 3.21: The whole visual feature detection algorithm
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the previous robust feature, it updates the size of the current robust feature list. The
detected features from only a single classifier is used to derive epipolar lines for the
other cameras, and then the distances between the derived lines and robust feature
points in the other cameras are calculated. If the distance is a few pixels, then the
feature used for deriving the corresponding line is also classified as a robust feature,
and then used for motion detection using corner detection. Then, the all features
detected from only a single classifier, but not determined as robust features, are sent
only when the particle filtering finishes its initialization and is working in a tracking
mode. The procedure described in Figure 3.21 is executed in all cameras every frame.
3.5 Simulation for Visual Feature Detection
3.5.1 The Results of Face/head Detection using the Corner Matching
First, two cameras, which have been calibrated off-line, are installed as shown in
Figure 3.22. Videos can be captured and stored. For the videos for this simulation,
one person moves irregularly inside the view but sometimes goes out of the view. The
face of the person is relatively small. The image size is 320 x 240, and the frame rate
is 5 [frames/sec]. The total number of frames for each video is 100 frames.












Figure 3.22: The positions of two cameras installed in a lab.
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At initialization, the initial position of the object in the image is estimated using
the three Viola-Jones detectors. The object is initialized when two different combi-
nations of two of the three features are detected at the same time, for example, a
frontal face and an upper body feature, a face profile and an upper body feature, or
a frontal face and a face profile. As a result, the object is first detected at frame 30
and several times more from camera 1, as shown in Figure 3.23. From camera 2, the
object is first detected at frame 21 and again later, as shown in Figure 3.24.
Frame 30 Frame 42 Frame 45 Frame 46 Frame 49
Figure 3.23: The positions of the object detected from two overlapping features in camera 1.
Frame 21 Frame 23 Frame 24 Frame 56 Frame 57
Figure 3.24: The positions of the object detected from two overlapping features in camera 2.
Corner detection occurs when the position of the object is first detected, as in
Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24. Since the window from the initialization includes only
a face part, the window size for the corner detection/matching is magnified 1.6 times
and now includes the outside boundary of the face. Figure 3.25 demonstrates the final
results. The first and third columns show the results by applying the three Viola-
Jones detectors to every frame. The second and fourth columns show the results by
using the motion from corner detection/matching. These second and fourth columns
are overlapping images of a current frame and the previous frame in order to give a
clear idea of the true motion between the consecutive images. A red box indicates
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the object in a current frame, and a black box represents the object in the previous
frame.
Camera 1 Camera 2






Figure 3.25: The results of object detection using motion vectors as a result of corner detec-
tion/matching compared with using the three features of the Viola-Jones detector.
Object detection using motion vectors from corner detection/matching works bet-
ter than object detection with the Viola-Jones detectors except when the object in
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the camera size becomes suddenly larger as a result of a change in object direction.
When the object approaches the camera, the size of the object, in this case the face,
can become larger than the window size used in the previous image, as in frame 65 in
camera 2. The corners belonging to the object are not included in the window, and
the motion vector becomes inaccurate.
3.5.2 The Results Applying Multiple Camera Geometry
Figure 3.27 shows robust feature detection using the algorithm in Figure 3.22. The
four cameras were installed at each corner of the room as Figure 3.26, but the simu-
lation in this section uses only three cameras.















Figure 3.26: New positions of four cameras. Different from two cameras in Figure 3.22, these
cameras were installed at the corners of the room.
In Figure 3.27, camera 2 finds one overlapping feature at frame 1, so it is tracked
by motion detection using corner detection from frame 2 and determined as a robust
feature. camera 1 finds one upper body feature at frame 2. The derived line to
camera 2 from the upper body feature exactly crossed the robust feature in camera 2.
Therefore, this upper body feature in camera 1 is also determined as a robust feature
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at frame 3. At frame 6, camera 3 finds one upper body feature, and both derived lines
from this point to camera 1 and camera 2 crossed robust features in each camera, so
the upper body feature in camera 3 at frame 6 is also determined as a robust feature.
As a result, all cameras detected right features at frame 7 and tracks the feature
using motion estimation using corner detection/matching. Meanwhile, to detect a











PARTICLE FILTERING FOR DATA ASSOCIATION AND
SENSOR FUSION
4.1 Overview
As Chapter 2 addressed the need for data association for tracking in a real environ-
ment, this chapter introduces two approaches for data association in the framework
of a particle filter [68]. The first method is a Monte-Carlo implementation of a joint
probability data association filter (JPDAF). For data association for multiple targets,
JPDAF generates data association hypotheses for all targets but processes each tar-
get separately, which results in the advantage that it does not suffer from the curse
of dimensionality from multiple targets. However, one disadvantage of JPDAF is its
computational complexity due to the increased number of data association hypothe-
ses.
The other approach is data association with IPPF referred to here as DA-IPPF.
This approach extends the independent partitioned particle filter for data association
because the IPPF works very well with a small number of particles in multiple-
target tracking when the data association is known. Data association using IPPF
was tried by Vermaak [68], but our algorithm calculates the final weights differently
using posterior probabilities and improves its algorithm by proposing an exclusive
data association parameter for each target that shows the relationship between a
measurement and a target. However, the assumption of independent sampling for
the data association parameter in the IPPF framework contradicts the basic idea
of data association that seeks to clarify the dependence between measurements and
targets. Therefore, DA-IPPF can suffer from serious performance degradation when
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the measurements for multiple targets are very close to each other because of its
assumption of independence. Unlike JPDAF, DA-IPPF does not generate all possible
data association hypotheses, which results in the advantage of reduced computational
complexity.
These two approaches are derived using multiple sensors to implement sensor
fusion as a part of the data association. Both solve missing data and falsely detected
data difficulties in their frameworks through association hypotheses. However, since
both approaches cannot handle the appearance of a new target, and the determination
of the total number of targets are detected outside the data association.
This chapter introduces MC-JPDAF first followed by DA-IPPF. Then it also
proposes an initialization method, which is critical to most tracking algorithms using
importance sampling.
4.2 Data Association and Sensor fusion Based on a Bayesian
Approach
4.2.1 Parameters for Data Association
Since this research assumes that there are multiple sensors, the notations for symbols
used in Chapter 2 are modified to accommodate multiple sensors. No is the number
of sensors. A superscript i always indicates sensor i or something related to sensor
i. zt includes all measurements from N
o sensors at time t, so zit describes only
measurements from sensor i among zt.
The problem of data association is that the association between targets and mea-
surements is unknown. Therefore, all feasible hypotheses need to be considered as
candidates for the association. A target-to-measurement association hypothesis is
denoted by a joint state with λi = (ri,M iC ,M
i
T ) for sensor i. Given M
i measurements
from sensor i and K targets at time t, M iC is the amount of clutter, which is the num-
ber of measurements not belonging to targets, M iT is the number of detected targets,
and ri = (ri1 . . . r
i
k . . . r
i
K) is an association vector. r
i
k is a measurement number for
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0 if target k is not detected at sensor i
j ∈ {1 . . .M i} if target k generates measurement j at sensor i.
As an example, if it is assumed that there are two measurements from one sensor
for two targets, the superscript i for sensor number is not used because there is only
one sensor. Then, K = 2, M = 2, and r = {r1, r2}, whose value is 0 or one of the
measurements such as
r1 = 0, 1, or 2,
r2 = 0, 1, or 2.
Then, the total number of possible association hypotheses is seven, as shown
in Table 4.5. Assigning the same measurement to multiple targets is not allowed.
Therefore, (r1 = 1, r2 = 1) and (r1 = 2, r2 = 2) are deleted from the association
hypotheses.
Table 4.5: An example of data association hypotheses for JPDAF using K = 2, M = 2, and
No = 1.
hypothesis h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6 h7
r1 0 1 0 2 0 1 2
r2 0 0 1 0 2 2 1
MC 2 1 1 1 1 0 0
MT 0 1 1 1 1 2 2
Next, the prior probability for a data association hypothesis and the data likeli-
hood conditioned by this data association hypothesis are derived. The prior proba-
bility for a data association hypothesis, p(λit), is a joint probability of r
i, M iC , and
M iT . Using the chain rule, this joint probability factors into three terms. Since the
number of measurements for clutter is independent of the number of detected targets,
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The first term, p(ri|M iC ,M
i
T ) is a uniform distribution of the number of all possible







C(K,M iT )P (M
i,M iT )
. (42)
Given K, M iT , and M
i
C , the number of association hypotheses is the permutation
of M iT elements from M





) multiplied by the








). M iT is
always less than or equal to K feasible hypotheses.
The second term in Equation (41), p(M iC), is the probability of clutter and is
usually modeled as a Poisson probability as





The last term in Equation (41), p(M iT ), is the probability of the detected targets,
which can be modeled as a binomial distribution of M it elements that are present
among K targets with a detection rate of PD as









K−M iT . (44)
















which will be used to calculate the posterior probability of a target-to-measurement
hypothesis.
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The data likelihood conditioned by the data association hypothesis, p(zit|xt, λ
i
t)
adds a target-to-measurement hypothesis to p(zit|xt). If it is assumed that all mea-
surements are independent of each other given a state and a data association hy-
pothesis, the conditional data likelihood is described as in Equation (46). Then, it is
















































The first product in Equation (47) is the probability of clutter, denoted by pC
in Equation (48). This is usually a uniform probability over a measurement space
of sensor i, i.e., V i. The second product in Equation (47), the data likelihood for
a detected target is denoted by p(zij,t|xk,t), which needs to be defined from the data
likelihood model for each target k.
4.2.2 Gating
In an environment of high clutter, it is important to remove all inaccurate mea-
surements to reduce the number of data association hypotheses. The most common
procedure used to validate measurements is gating. Gating sets up a validation region
or a gate around a predictive measurement. The predictive measurement is calculated









To draw a validation region using pk(z
i
t|Zt−1) on the measurement space of sensor i,
the probability of Equation (50) should be approximated by a probability that can









where zˆit and Σzi are the mean and the variance of the predictive measurement of
sensor i for target k. Then, the validation region, denoted by Vˆ i, is found as







t) ≤ γ}. (52)
The shape of the validation region depends on the dimension of the measurement
space. A line is used for one-dimensional space, an ellipse for two-dimensional spaces,
etc. The size or volume of Vˆ i depends on γ, which is determined from a χ2 distribution
with the number of degrees of freedom of the measurement space and a detection
rate. If a measurement falls in the validation region, it is determined to be a valid
measurement.
4.2.3 Joint Probability Data Association Filter (JPDAF)
This section introduces an algorithm for data association, a joint PDAF (JPDAF),
which is extended from PDAF for multiple targets. The posterior probability in





To implement Equation (53), the filtering for each target is done using a pre-
defined pk(xk,t|xk,t−1); however, the updating cannot be done directly because the
association between zt and xk,t is unknown. Therefore, our effort in JPDAF focuses
on how to define and calculate this data likelihood, p(zt|xk,t). JPDAF calculates the
data likelihood by retaining all feasible measurements and reflecting their target-to-
measurement contributions in the data likelihood. A new parameter, βijk is defined
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as a posterior probability for the data association of target k to measurement j from



















βi0k is the probability that there is no measurement from sensor i for target k. Since β
i
jk
is the posterior probability of a target-to-measurement association as βijk = pk(r
i
k =
j|Zt), βijk is a summation of all association hypotheses having r
i
k = j over the set of
valid joint target-to-measurement association hypotheses as
βijk = pk(r
i






where Λit is the sample space of all feasible data association hypotheses.


















t = j|Zt−1). (56)
The pri
k
(zij,t|Zt−1) in Equation (56) is calculated using Equation (8) as
pri
k




t = j|xk,t)p(xk,t|Zt−1)dxk,t (57)
where p(xk,t|Zt−1) is the result from the filtering of Equation (6). Then, βijk in Equa-
tion (55) is finally calculated from the summation over all data association hypotheses
having rik = j using the prior probability of Equation (45) and the predictive mea-
surement of Equation (57).
The calculation of βijk is also demonstrated using the same example that we used
in Table 4.5. For example, β1,1 for j = 1 and k = 1 is the summation of hypothesis
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h2 and h6 in Table 4.5 as
β11 = p(λt = h2|Zt) + p(λt = h6|Zt)
= p(λt)(V )
−1pr1=1(zt = 1|Zt−1) + p(λt)pr1=1(zt = 1|Zt−1)pr2=2(zt = 2|Zt−1)
= p(λt)(V )
−1pk=1(z1,t|Zt−1) + p(λt)pk=1(z1,t|Zt−1)pk=2(z2,t|Zt−1).
4.3 Monte-Carlo Joint Probability Data Association Fil-
ter (MC-JPDAF)
The JPDAF explained so far implements an analytic, linear probability density not
a non-linear density. Since this research uses the framework of a particle filter, which
implements a non-linear, non-Gaussian system with discrete samples, a data asso-
ciation method should work within the framework of the particle filter. Therefore,
JPDAF is implemented using a Monte-Carlo method, called MC-JPDAF. In MC-
JPDAF, each step described in JPDAF is implemented in a Monte-Carlo method.
The major difference between MC-JPDAF and a particle filter is that MC-JPDAF
does not calculate a joint posterior probability for multiple targets, p(xt|Zt). Instead,
MC-JPDAF calculates only a posterior probability for each target, pk(xk,t|Zt). A
Monte-Carlo implementation of the gating will be explained, and a proposal function
for the importance sampling will be proposed. The whole algorithm of MC-JPDAF
is summarized in Table 4.6.
4.3.1 Monte-Carlo Implementation of the Gating
The gating explained in Section 4.2.2 is implemented with a Monte-Carlo method. To
calculate the predictive measurement for each sensor of Equation (50), two inner parts
of the integral in the equation have to be implemented in a Monte-Carlo method. The
first one is a predictive state as
p(x
(n)








This is implemented using importance sampling. When new particles at time t are
generated using a proposal function of qk(xk,t|x
(n)
k,t−1, zt), the p(x
(n)
k,t |Zt−1) denoted by
α
(n)

































The data likelihood for each sensor in Equation (60), p(zit|x
(n)
k,t ), is approximated
with a Gaussian distribution as p(zit|x
(n)




k,t ),Σzit), where zˆt(x
i(n)
k,t ) is
calculated from the correspondence between x
(n)
k,t and the measurement space of sensor
i. The probability of the predictive measurement is finally approximated as a single














The mean, µik,t, and the variance, Σ
i

























The validation region for measurement of sensor i is as







k,t) ≤ γ}. (64)
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4.3.2 Proposal Function
A well-designed proposal function can greatly improve the efficiency of generated
particles, but simplicity of implementation should be also considered. This section
suggests two proposal functions. The simplest proposal function is a state update
model, which is used most frequently in the literature of the particle filter such as a
bootstrap filter [20], as
qk(xk,t|x
(n)
k,t−1, zt) ∼ pk(xk,t|x
(n)
k,t−1). (65)
The other one uses a mixture model such as
qk(xk,t|x
(n)
k,t−1, zt) ∼ r
Dpk(xk,t|x
(n)














Here, rD and γij are weights for the Gaussian mixture. The mixture model performs
better than the state update model because it generates particles in all possible areas
that may have targets, but it requires a lot of particles.
Table 4.6 summarizes the MC-JPDAF step by step.
4.4 Particle Filter with Data Association (DA-IPPF)
While MC-JPDAF is just a MC implementation of JPDAF, the particle Filter with
data association derives a data association method from the posterior probability of
the particle filter [68].
Let us start with a posterior probability, p(xt|Zt). Since it is impossible to get this
posterior probability with unknown data association, the target state is augmented
by a data association hypothesis, λt, as
p(xt, λt|Zt) = p(λt)p(zt|xt, λt)
∫
p(xt|xt−1)p(xt−1|Zt−1)dxt−1 (67)
The integrand in Equation (67) is not a function of λt, and the prior for a data as-
sociation hypothesis, p(λt), and the data likelihood conditioned on a data association
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Table 4.6: Summary of MC-JPDAF
For k=1. . .K,





For k=1. . .K, n=1. . . N,





For k = 1 . . .K, n = 1 . . . N ,


















For k = 1 . . .K, i = 1 . . . No








Gating: Choose a proper γ using a χ2 distribution
and delete non-feasible measurements.
For i = 1 . . . No,




For i = 1 . . . No, λit ∈ Λ
i
t,
computer the joint association posterior probability of Equation (56).
For k = 1 . . .K, i = 1 . . . No, j = 0 . . .M i,
compute a marginal association posterior probability of Equation (55),
βijk.
For k = 1 . . .K, n = 1 . . . N
compute a data likelihood for each target, pk(zt|x
(n)


















For k = 1 . . .K, n = 1 . . . N ,























For k = 1 . . .K, n = 1 . . . N ,
if resampling is required, resample it.
hypothesis, p(zt|xt, λt) have been already derived in Equation (45) and Equation (49),





















The derivation of the particle filter for data association is already done.
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The straight forward implementation of this particle filter with data association









However, when the posterior probability of p(xt−1|zt−1) is known, λ
(n)
t−1 does not affect
λ
(n)
t . Therefore, λ
(n)































t are first generated using q(xt|x
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This whole algorithm for data association in Table 4.7 works well for single-target
tracking, but suffers from the curse of dimensionality because a large number of par-
ticles is needed to maintain acceptable performance. For this reason, IPPF, explained
in Chapter 2 is approached as a base framework and extended with data association,
shown in Table 4.8, called DA-IPPF.
First, the x
(n)
k,t are generated. The generated x
(n)
k,t are used for selecting a data
association hypothesis. For generating an association hypothesis, an association pa-








In the framework of MC-JPDAF, r
i(n)
k,t should be r
i(n)
k,t 6= {j ∈ r
i(n)
1:k−1,t }. However,
having the same r
i(n)
k,t for multiple targets can be possible in the DA-IPPF because
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Table 4.7: Extension of a standard particle filter with data association.
For n= 1 . . . N ,








For i = 1 . . . No, n= 1 . . .N ,








For n= 1 . . . N ,










































For i = 1 . . . N ,
if resampling is required, resample it.
Table 4.8: Summary of DA-IPPF.
For k = 1 . . .K, n = 1 . . . N ,






For k = 1 . . .K, i = 1 . . .No, n = 1 . . .N ,










For k = 1 . . .K, n = 1 . . . N ,




































For k = 1 . . .K,




For k = 1 . . .K, i = 1 . . .No, , j = 1 . . . N ,
resample {x(j)k,t, {r
i,(j)




n=1 and replace them.
For n = 1 . . . N ,






































For n = 1 . . . N ,
if resampling is required, sample it.
the IPPF is constructed based on independence assumption between multiple targets.
This independence between multiple targets indicates that r
i(n)
k,t is also assumed to
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be independent among multiple targets. As a result of this assumption, the same
measurement can be assigned to different targets. This is more likely to happen
when two targets are located very close to each other or when the measurements
of multiple targets are close. Assigning the same measurement to multiple targets
has one advantage when two targets cross because a true measurement for either
target can be lost, for example, by occlusion. However, it cannot be a solution
for general occlusion because assigning the same measurement to multiple targets
may lead to continuously assigning the same measurement to both targets even after
the two targets become separated. Therefore, DA-IPPF prohibits assigning the same
measurement into multiple targets. Since the DA-IPPF does not calculate all possible




k,t is generated independently for each target. Then, duplication of r
i(n)
k,t
among multiple targets is tested for each particle. If the same association parame-
ter (except r
i(n)
k,t = 0) is assigned to more than one target, the data likelihood condi-
tioned on the same data association parameter is calculated for the targets. r
i(n)
k,t is
kept for the target that has the highest data likelihood, while r
i(n)
k,t is regenerated for
the other targets, excluding the previous parameter, which is already assigned.
Even though the generation of the same r
i(n)
k,t is not allowed, the resampling process
for each target generates the same r
i(n)
k,t again because resampling is a process that
copies particles having high weights without considering data association.
4.4.1 Proposal Function




k,t . As shown for
the standard particle filter with data association, the joint proposal function factors
into two terms in Equation (71). x
(n)
k,t is generated using either Equation (65) or
Equation (66). Then, a data association parameter is generated for each target and
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The prior p(rik,t) is simply a detection rate if rk,t is not 0 as
p(rik,t = j) =







Because the same association parameter is not allowed, the prior is not correct but
suffices.
4.5 Initialization
Before tracking, the number of targets and the initial target positions need to be
determined. Even though most of the literature did this initialization manually or as-
sumed to know them, this is not likely in the real environment. This section proposes
an initialization method to find initial target positions using multiple measurement
association hypotheses and the maximum data likelihood. The initial idea for this
initialization method came from the target-to-measurement association hypotheses in
JPDAF.
Again, there are No sensors. The measurements from sensor i at t = 0 is zi0 =
{zij,t=0 : j = 1, . . . ,M
i}. zij,0 has only two possibilities: a true measurement or
a falsely detected measurement. Then, the total number of possible associations of
measurements from No sensors, Nh, is a product of the number of measurements from
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each sensor plus one for missing data. Here, it should be clear that this association
is not a target-to-measurement association in JPDAF, but just association between




(M i + 1). (75)
For example, assuming that there are three sensors and each sensor has two mea-
surements, the number of possible associations is (2 + 1)3 = 27 and the association
space of measurements is Ω = {sj : j = 1, . . . , 27}. Each measurement hypothesis
can have a true measurement association for at most one target.
Table 4.9: One example of measurement association hypotheses for initialization with No = 3,
M1 = 2, M2 = 2, and M3 = 2.
sensor1 sensor2 sensor 3
s1 0 0 0



























The data likelihood given a measurement association hypothesis is defined similar
to Equation (49) as
p(zt|xt, sj,t) = p(z
1






































V i is also a measurement space for sensor i.
Then, to find the right measurement association for unknown targets, the max-
imum values of the data likelihoods of all measurement association hypotheses are
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compared. Since each hypothesis includes at most one true measurement association,
the number of targets is estimated as the number of hypotheses whose data likelihood
is greater than a threshold. The initial positions are the state that has the maximum
data likelihood. Table 4.10 summarizes the proposed initialization procedure.
Table 4.10: Initialization of multiple targets using importance sampling.
For n=1 . . . N,
generate particles over a possible tracking area using an uniform distribution:
q(xt|zt) ∼ U(0, 1)
Generate measurement association hypotheses, Ω = {sj : j = 1, . . . , Nh}.
For i = 1 . . . Nh, n = 1 . . .N ,
compute a data likelihood based on each measurement association hypothesis
p(zt|x
(n)
t , si) using in Equation (76).
For j = 1 . . .Nh,
find a maximum value for each hypothesis using psj ,max = p(zt|x
(n)
t , sj),
find the estimated number of targets where the maximum data likelihood
for each hypothesis is greater than a pre-defined threshold(ζ0) as
Kˆ , Count(psj ,max > ζ0)
For k = 1 . . . Kˆ




This chapter introduced two methods of data association for multiple-target tracking
using multiple sensors, based on particle implementation. The first method was MC-
JPDAF based on the Bayesian JPDAF. It is a Monte-Carlo implementation of JPDAF
and avoids the curse of dimensionality, but the computational complexity increases
greatly if the environment has a high clutter rate when the number of targets is greater
than 2. For example, when the number of targets is 3, if there are three measurements
from one sensor, the number of target-to-measurement association hypotheses for
the sensor is P (4, 3) = 4!
1!
+ 1 = 25. However, if the number of measurements is
increased one more by clutter, then the number of target-to-measurement association
hypotheses is increased to P (5, 3) = 5!
2!
+ 1 = 61. If there are two additional clutter




120. These target-to-measurement association hypotheses should be generated for
each sensor.
On the other hand, DA-IPPF does not generate all possible hypotheses, so the
calculation complexity is much less than with JPDAF. However, since a particle filter
has much more computation than JPDAF because it generates a lot of particles, the
entire calculation for DA-IPPF is still more than with MC-JPDAF.
JPDAF or MC-JPDAF usually needs gating to reduce the number of association
hypotheses. Sometimes, there is a possibility that incorrect γ for the gating can
delete feasible measurements or vice versa. However, DA-IPPF does not need gating
because generating samples of data association hypotheses using Equation (73) does
not select measurements that are far from the predicted state.
Both methods work well in tracking multiple targets except target-crossing or
measurement-crossing. At target-crossing, a target-to-measurement parameter for
each target is found to have the other’s measurement. This is fine when real targets are
close, but a problem occurs after target-crossing. When measurements are separated
after target-crossing, the estimated states for each target should be separated, but
the result is sometimes switched, which means the state for target 1 tracks target 2
after crossing in MC-JPDAF. DA-IPPF turns out to have more serious performance
degradation in the same situation. Even though the same association parameter is
prohibited during the generation of association parameters, the resampling process
for each target repeats the same association parameter for different targets. As a
result, each state for multiple targets follows the same target, resulting in losing one
target completely.
DA-IPPF and MC-JPDAF are applied to acoustic source tracking, visual source
tracking, and joint audio-visual target tracking in the following chapters. More details




PARTICLE FILTERING FOR MULTIPLE TARGET
TRACKING USING MULTIPLE, SINGLE-TYPE
SENSORS
5.1 Overview
This chapter is designed to apply the feature detection, data association, and ini-
tialization algorithms described in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4 to two real tracking
scenarios using sensors of the same type, such as multiple speaker tracking using mi-
crophones and people tracking using multiple cameras. The block diagram of speaker
tracking scenario is presented in Figure 5.1.
Nm microphones capture and send delayed acoustic signals synchronously to the
acoustic-feature detection, which estimates TDOAs from pairs of microphones. The
TDOA measurements are detected from Na microphone pairs, not from Nm sensors.
The number of TDOA measurements can vary in time, depending on the acoustic
















Figure 5.1: Block diagram of speaker tracking using particle filtering.
People tracking using multiple cameras is shown in Figure 5.2. The block diagram
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is similar to the block diagram of the speaker tracking system except that in the dia-
gram given here, visual-feature detection is performed independently for each camera
image. While most past research for visual people tracking using particle filtering was
done using 2D camera images [9,54], the research presented here tracks 3D positions






















Figure 5.2: Block diagram of people tracking using particle filtering.
Either the TDOA measurements or the visual measurements then go to a particle
filter, which contains the initialization and tracking components. While initialization
finds the number of targets and the initial positions of the targets, tracking tracks
the position of the targets in time using particle filtering.
This chapter proposes data models for particle filtering such as a state-space
model, a state update model, and a data likelihood model for each tracking scenario.
The problems implemented and evaluated in this chapter are the detection of multiple
target locations at initialization, the tracking of both single and multiple targets, data
association of unlabeled measurements, and sensor fusion from sensors of a single type.
5.2 Data Models
A particle filter is developed by deriving a state-space model, such as a state space,
a state update model, and a data likelihood function. These data models are de-
rived under the assumption that there are multiple targets and multiple sensors. All
notation follows the notation used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4.
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5.2.1 A State Space and a State Update Model
A speaker in a multiple speaker tracking environment can be modeled as a point
source. The location of the acoustic source, i.e., the person, is centered around the
mouth. A person in multiple people tracking can also be modeled as a point source.
The state then indicates the location of the center of the person’s face. The state
space for both is designed only with positions as
Xt = [x1,t . . .xk,t . . .xK,t] (77)
where xk,t = [xk,t, yk,t, zk,t]
T corresponds to x, y, and z, the positions of target k at
time t in Cartesian coordinates. K is the number of targets.
Since a conference setting is our most likely application, the targets are assumed
not to move significantly in a specific direction. Based on this assumption, the state
update model is defined as a random walk in Equation (78). However, if the targets
have distinct motion, the variance of the random walk model should cover the possible
area of target motion. A different state update model can be applied to each target
if each target has different state-transition dynamics, but here the same state update
model is applied to all the targets.
p(xk,t|xk,t−1) ∼ N (xk,t−1,Σx) (78)
5.2.2 Data Likelihood
5.2.2.1 Acoustic Data Likelihood
A TDOA is estimated using the PHAT from microphone pair i, consisting of micro-






The data likelihood model for the measurements of microphone pair i, p(zit|xt) is

















where zit is a real measurement, and zˆ
i
t is an estimated measurement calculated with
xt and the locations of microphone pair i using Equation (28). Σ
−i
a is a diagonal
matrix.
The data likelihood for each sensor pair is the same Gaussian distribution with
a different variance because the variance changes according to the locations of each
sensor pair. The total data likelihood is described as a product of the data likelihood





5.2.2.2 Visual Data Likelihood
The visual measurements are extracted from the visual-feature detection procedure
described in Section 3.4. Therefore, here, the measured locations of faces/heads and
the width of a bounding box are assumed to be given. Measurement j from camera










j,t) is the location of the center of
face/head j and wij,t is the width of the bounding box containing face j from camera
i.
The data likelihood function shows the relation between the measurement and















The relationship between a position in an image, Lit, and a point in 3D Cartesian
coordinates, xt, is defined by a line using the camera-calibration matrix as
Lˆit = kP
ixt (82)
where Pi is the camera-calibration matrix for camera i. Therefore, the first term in
Equation (81), the data likelihood for locations, p(Lit|xt), can be written in terms of
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The size of a face in a camera is inversely proportional to the distance between
the camera and the face. Wu in [73] has inferred the distance between a camera and





where d is the distance between the camera and the head, and wf is the average
width of a human head. wi is the width of the bounding box, which contains the
hair and skin parts of the head as they appear in the image. f is the horizontal focal
length of the camera. The measurement, wit, which is the width of the bounding box
containing the hair and skin of the face, corresponds to wi in Equation (84). Then,






(xi − xt)2 + (yi − yt)2 + (zi − zt)2
(85)
where (xi, yi, zi) is the location of camera i, and f
i is the horizontal focal length of
camera i, which is obtained from the camera-calibration matrix for camera i. The






















Using two different measurements improves the performance when one camera or
a small number of cameras are used for tracking because the face location in the image
gives the direction of the object and because the size of the face indicates the distance
between the object and each camera, i.e., the range. Using both the direction and
the range can improve tracking performance over using only the direction.
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The data likelihood for the measurements from all cameras is the product of the





5.2.3 Implementation of Sensor Fusion using Single-type Sensors
The sensor fusion is implemented using particles as in Figure 5.3 when there is no
delay between sensors. The particles are generated outside the sensors, and then each
sensor shares the same particles.
sensor1 Sensor M
...
Figure 5.3: Implementation of sensor fusion using single-type sensors.
Equation (65) or Equation (66) can be used to generate these particles. The
posterior probability from each sensor is implemented as particles. Then, the final
joint posterior probability is a simple product of weights calculated from each sensor.
5.3 Simulation Results
5.3.1 Simulation Environment
The simulation is performed in the same room as the one described in Section 3.3. Six
microphones are located according to the configuration in Figure 5.4. “M1”, ..., and
“M6” refer to the locations of the microphones. Unlike the simulation environment
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described in Section 3.3, the recorded acoustic data are not used as simulation sources
here. This is primarily because it is difficult to control the simulation conditions such
as measurement errors, missing data rates, and falsely detected data rates by simply
changing the signal-to-noise ratio. TDOAs are instead calculated using the positions
of the sources and microphones.

























Figure 5.4: Trajectory of two people in the x-y plane.
For visual tracking, four cameras are installed around the room in Figure 5.4 and
are aimed at the center of the room. Figure 5.4 shows the positions of the cameras
and the horizontal angle of view of each camera in the x-y plane. All cameras are
calibrated off-line [1]. The image size is 320 x 240 and the frame rate is 5 frame/sec.
The number of cameras varies from one to four.
For a comparison of objective performance, a mean absolute error (MAE) is cal-






|xt(n)− xˆt(n)| cm, (88)
where xt is a true position and xˆt an estimated position.
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The particle filter uses the state update model as the proposal function. The
parameters for particle filtering for both speaker tracking and visual tracking are
summarized in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11: The parameters used in particle filtering.
Σx =
























5 0 0 0 0
0 50 0 0 0
0 0 50 0 0
0 0 0 50 0




This simulation applies three different noise conditions: additive Gaussian mea-
surement noise, missing data, and falsely detected data. For the first case, additive,
zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise with a variance σ2z is added to the measure-
ments. The missing data are implemented by deleting correct measurements whenever
a Poisson process for λm generates an error. Falsely detected data are generated with
a uniform distribution over the measurement space whenever a Poisson process for
λf generates an error. For example, λm = 0.1 indicates that 10% of the true data are
missed. Likewise, λf = 0.1 indicates that 10% of the total data is incorrect data. V
i
a ,
the size of the measurement space for each microphone pair is two times larger than
the maximum TDOA values in the microphone pair. The size of the measurement
spaces for the visual data is the image size, as shown in Table 5.12.
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Table 5.12: The size of the measurement space, V i of acoustic and visual measurements.
Mic pair 1 V 1a 162
Mic pair 2 V 2a 338
Mic pair 3 V 3a 384
Mic pair 4 V 4a 358
Mic pair 5 V 5a 368
Location of a Face VL 320x240 (image size)
Size of a face Vw 320 (horizontal image size)
5.3.2 Initialization
This section investigates the performance of the initialization algorithm proposed
in Section 4.5. The targets are assumed to be fixed at the initial position of the
trajectory at (270, 260, 160) and (350, 100, 170), as shown in Figure 5.4.
Initialization for the Acoustic Tracking :
The first simulation is performed with additive Gaussian noise in the measurements.
The variance of the noise for each sensor pair is σ2z = 10 and σ
2
z = 20. The measure-
ments used in the simulation are shown in Figure 5.5. The blue asterisks show the
true measurements, and the red diamonds show the measurements with errors.
Figure 5.6 shows the initialization results. The asterisks are the true positions of
the sources, and the circles are the estimated positions of the sources. Even though
the measurements are noisy, the detected initial positions are usually very close to
the true positions.
The next simulation looks at the performance with missing data and falsely de-
tected data. Figure 5.7 shows the measurements with falsely detected data and miss-
ing data. Falsely detected data do not affect the initialization much, as long as there
are accurate measurements. Since the falsely detected data are generated indepen-
dently of the true measurements, the data likelihood of any hypothesis including
falsely detected data, is usually less than the data likelihood for a true association.
Even with Gaussian noise with σ2z = 10 and falsely detected data rate of λf = 0.2,
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(a) Measurements with Gaussian noise with σ2z = 10










































(a) Measurements with Gaussian noise with σ2z = 20
Figure 5.5: Measurements with different error conditions at two fixed targets. The blue asterisks
are true measurements, and the red diamonds are the measurements with errors.
the percentage of correct initializations is greater than 95%. However, missing data
affects the performance much more seriously.
The performance of the initialization due to missing data degrades when there
are multiple speakers. The main reason for this degradation is the estimation of the
threshold, ζ0 in Table 4.10. When one target has all true measurements and the other
target loses several measurements, the data likelihood for the target that has all true
measurements is much larger than the data likelihood of the target that has missing
data. The ratio of their likelihoods can sometimes be greater than 103. Therefore,
estimating the proper ζ0 in different missing data environments is very difficult. When
a small value for ζ0 is used to include the second target, the final initialization has
many incorrect positions. The simulation result using measurements with missing
data at a rate of λm = 0.2 fails around 20% of the time.
Initialization for the Visual Tracking :
Additive Gaussian noise with variances of σ2z = 50, σ
2
z = 100, and σ
2
z = 400 is added



















































(b)With measurements with Gaussian noise with σ2z = 20
Figure 5.6: Results of the initialization using different Gaussian measurement errors. The figures
on the left show the results in the 3D space, and the figures on the right show the results in the
x− y plane.
detected face always fluctuates within the face. For example, if the size of the face is
50 x 50, the maximum measurement error for this face can be 25 pixels, corresponding
to σ2z ≈ 64. One snapshot of location measurements with Gaussian noise is shown
in Figure 5.8. The blue asterisks indicate the true measurements, and the red dots
represent the measurements with the Gaussian errors.
The initialization results are shown in Figure 5.9. The initialization is quite ro-
bust at finding the initial positions and the number of targets at a noise level of
σ2z = 100. However, the initialization sometimes fails at the noise level of σ
2
z = 400.
Gaussian noise with σ2 = 400 is actually quite extreme; the natural noise level in our
environment is close to σ2z = 100.
The next simulation investigates the results of the initialization with missing data
and falsely detected data. Initially, only missing or falsely detected data are applied to
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(a) Measurements with falsely detected data of λf = 0.2

























(b) Measurements with missing data of λm = 0.2
Figure 5.7: Measurements with falsely detected data and missing data without additive Gaussian
noise used for the initialization.
























(a) σ2z = 100
























(b) σ2z = 400
Figure 5.8: Measurements added with Gaussian noise with different variances.
the true measurements. As a result, the initialization for a target is done correctly if
there are at least two reasonably accurate measurements from two cameras. It can be
concluded, then, that initialization using visual measurements does not need multiple
































(a) σ2z = 100 (b) σ
2
z = 400
Figure 5.9: Initialization results with different Gaussian noise levels.
than speaker tracking requires. This reduction in the number of cameras is possible
because a visual measurement from one camera contains three different pieces of
information (two positions and a size) compared to only one piece of information
from an acoustic measurement (a time delay difference). Even though this research
uses the position as the visual measurement, the position still carries one more piece
of information than an acoustic measurement.
Falsely detected data do not affect the initialization much if each target has at
least two accurate measurements. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.10 using target
1. Figure 5.10(a) shows correct measurements for target 1 from four cameras at
one time instance. However, Figure 5.10(b) lacks two measurements from camera
1 and camera 4. Figure 5.10(c) has one missing measurement from camera 3 and
four falsely detected data. For these three cases, the initialization successfully finds
the initial position of the target, as in Figure 5.10(d). The difficult situation for
the initialization is when measurement errors and missing data occur at the same
time. When all measurements deviate from the true values, and when one or two



























































































(d) Initialization results using all three measurements above
Figure 5.10: One result of the initialization using missing data and falsely detected data.
5.3.3 Tracking Multiple Targets
Tracking two speakers using microphones:
The performance for tracking two speakers is evaluated with Gaussian noise with
σ2z = 10 and σ
2
z = 20. The measurements in these noise conditions are shown in 5.11.
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Table 5.13 shows an MAE using DA-IPPF and MC-JPDAF for 20 Monte-Carlo rep-
etitions. In the table, the results for a column for a single speaker are simulated by
using only one target, either target 1 or target 2 indicated in the table. The MAE in



































































(b) σ2z = 20
Figure 5.11: Sample measurements with additive Gaussian noise. The green lines show true
measurements. The X axis is time, and the Y axis is TDOA values in samples.
Table 5.13: The MAE values for the tracking two speakers using DA-IPPF and MC-JPDAF.






























































































(b) With false alarms of λf = 0.3
Figure 5.12: Sample measurements with missing data and falsely detected data.
Both DA-IPPF and MC-JPDAF using TDOA measurements can track two speak-
ers. The performance of MC-JPDAF is slightly better than the performance of DA-
IPPF. Since the performance degradation with an additive noise level with σ2z = 20
is less than 1− 2 [cm] compared to the result with no noise, it can be concluded that
the additive Gaussian noise with a variance less than σ2z = 20 does not affect the
performance significantly.
Under small additive Gaussian noise with σ2z = 20 or less, the performance of
tracking a single speaker is similar to that of two speakers. This indicates that
tracking multiple targets does not degrade the overall performance unless there is a
problem that causes in accurate data association.
Next, the performance of tracking two speakers is evaluated with falsely detected
data and missing data. Figure 5.12 shows measurements with falsely detected data at
an average rate λf = 0.3 and missing data at an average rate λm = 0.3. The missing
data look like broken links in the figure. There is no available information about data
association between targets and measurements.
Table 5.14 shows MAE values when additive Gaussian noise is combined with
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falsely detected data. With the same Gaussian noise, even though the rate of falsely
detected data is increased, the MAE values are almost the same. The observation is
that falsely detected data do not significantly affect the performance of tracking for
both data association methods.

































Table 5.15 shows MAE with missing data and different additive measurement
noise. While the MAE values of MC-JPDAF do not change much according to the
increase of the missing data rate, DA-IPPF has very high MAE values at λm = 0.2
and σ2z = 10 for target 2 and λm = 0.3 and σ
2
z = 10 for both targets. This perfor-
mance decrease in DA-IPPF occurs when the measurements of multiple targets are
very close. Since this condition was anticipated, the association parameter for each
target in DA-IPPF was proposed to be assigned different values. However, resam-
pling for each target creates the same problem. Since resampling is independently
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target1 (4.1,3.5,5.4) ( 5.6,5.1,6.3)








performed based on the probability of r
(n)
k,t , the association parameters for both tar-
gets become the same after the resampling at each target. An example of this is
shown in Figure 5.13. In a noisy environment with additive Gaussian noise with
σ2z = 20 and missing data of λm = 0.3, the measurements around t=1 ∼ 5 from Mic
pair 1 and Mic pair 2 are very close. This simulation condition does not always gener-
ate this problem: it occurred only a few times among many Monte-Carlo simulation
repetitions. With these measurements, association parameters for target 1 become
the values of the association parameters for target 2 after resampling. Even though
the measurements are separated, the states for both targets track the same target.
This indicates that the data association for multiple targets cannot be accomplished
without considering the dependence between targets. As a solution, the resampling
process in each target can be deleted. However, DA-IPPF without resampling incurs
the curse of dimensionality, which results in a general decrease of the entire tracking
performance with the same number of particles. However, the problem in DA-IPPF
does not occur with MC-JPDAF.



































(a) Measurements with missing data of λm = 0.3 and σ
2
z = 20




























Ground Truth for T1
Estimated for T1
Ground Truth for T2
Estimated for for T2




























Ground Truth for T1
Estimated for T1
Ground Truth for T2
Estimated for for T2
(b) The result using MC-JPDAF (c) The result using DA-IPPF
Figure 5.13: One result using DA-IPPF.
Using the same tracking scenario in Figure 5.4, the visual measurements, locations
and a size, with Gaussian noise with σ2z = 100, are shown in Figure 5.14.
The performance according to the number of cameras is evaluated. Table 5.16
shows the MAE of single-target tracking using target 1 with no noise and different
white Gaussian noise levels with σ2
z
= 10 and σ2
z
= 100 using from one to four cameras.
As shown in Table 5.16, tracking a point in 3D using one camera is not accurate
even if location and size measurements are used. Therefore, using more than one
camera is recommended to track targets in 3D. However, surprisingly, the performance
using three cameras or even four cameras does not offer much improvement over using
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(a)Measurements of positions, zL
























(b)Measurements of sizes, zw
Figure 5.14: measurements for two people with additive Gaussian noise with σ2z = 100 and
λv = 0.2. The solid, blue lines show the true positions. The red dots and rectangles show the
measurements with errors.
Table 5.16: The MAE values for tracking target 1 using different numbers of cameras.
Variance One camera Two cameras Three cameras Four cameras
(x,y,z)[cm] (x,y,z)[cm] (x,y,z)[cm] (x,y,z)[cm]
σ2z = 0 (27.2,33.6,5.8) (2.4,2.3,1.6) (2.4,1.8,1.4) (2.3,1.5,1.3)
σ2z = 10 (26.1,24.2,4.5) (3.1,2.8,2.1) (3.1,2.3,1.9) (2.7,1.9,1.7)
σ2z = 100 (31.4,28.4,7.8) (7.7,7.4,5.0) (7.0,5.3,4.4) (6.4,4.8,4.0)
two. Thus, it can be concluded that two cameras are sufficient to track 3D locations
of people. From this result, the advantage of using more than two cameras occurs
only when the environment has a high missing data rate. An example of the case
when missing data might be extremely high is when a target is out of the view of
some cameras. In this case, if any two cameras can capture this target and detect a
visual feature for the target, the target can be tracked.
Next, the performance using different data association methods is evaluated with
different values of additive Gaussian noise. Tables 5.17 and 5.18 show the MAE
values. The MAE of the MC-JPDAF is slightly better than the MAE of the DA-IPPF
in the case of no measurement noise, but the MAE of the DA-IPPF is slightly better
than the MAE of the MC-JPDAF when measurement noise is present. Here, even
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though measurements for both targets from camera 1 and 4 appear to be crossing
in Figure 5.14, in fact they do not cross. There are time differences between the
measurements. They are drawn in the x-y plane without identifying the time axis.
Table 5.17: The MAE values for tracking two people using MC-JPDAF.











Table 5.18: The MAE values for tracking two people using DA-IPPF.











The performance using missing data and falsely detected data both with and
without additive measurement noise is evaluated in Tables 5.19 and 5.20. Here, DA-
IPPF is better than MC-JPDAF most of the time. This is because there are three
visual measurements: two positions and a size. The size measurement helps to asso-
ciate accurate/appropriate association parameters when the position measurements
are similar.
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5.3.4 Tracking a Single Speaker among Multiple People using Multiple
Microphones
This section simulates tracking a single speaker when the current speaker switches
among multiple people. The first scenario is when the current speaker switches be-
tween two people who are moving constantly, as in Figure 5.4. Since the current
speaker switches at time t = 31 from target 1 to target 2, as in Figure 5.15(b), the
resulting trajectory of the speaker is as shown in Figure 5.15(a). The next simulation
is for a scenario when the current speaker alternates among three people at a fixed
position more frequently than in the first scenario, which is a more likely scenario in
a conference environment.
The problem in speaker switching is that the predefined state update model is no
longer valid. Therefore, the proposal function using the state update model with a
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small variance cannot distribute particles to the location of a new target. As a solu-
tion, a different proposal function, like a Gaussian mixture model of Equation (66),




















Here, the same weight is applied to every mixture, so Nt is the total number of









j,t|xk,t) cannot push the new particles into the position of a new
speaker because x
(n)
k,t−1 is not distributed throughout the whole support region but
only in the most likely location for the old speaker. Therefore, pk(xk,t|x
(n)
k,t−1) in the
posterior probability should have a large variance to stretch the particles over the
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(a) The trajectory of an actual speaker


















(b) The speaker number according to the time
Figure 5.15: The ground truths of a current speaker. The actual speaker is switched from target
1 to 2 at t = 31.




































The result applied with this proposal function using MC-JPDAF is shown in
Figure 5.17(a) and (b). These two results have performance degradation at the time
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(a) The positions of three people in the fixed positions

















(b) The speaker number according to the time
Figure 5.16: The ground truths of a current speaker. The actual speaker is changed in the orders
of target 1, 2, 3, 1, and 3.
the actual speaker changes, but the tracking follows the new speaker very quickly
after one or two time slots.
5.3.5 Discussion
This chapter proposed a state space, a state update model, and a data likelihood func-
tion for both multiple-speaker tracking using only microphones and multiple people
tracking using multiple cameras. The initialization algorithm for two targets was
tested with several different error conditions such as additive Gaussian noise, missing
data, and falsely detected data. For the tracking simulation, the two data associa-
tion methods in Chapter 4 were applied when the measurements had error conditions
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(a) A speaker switch from target 1 to target 2 (b) Speaker switches among three people
Figure 5.17: The results of speaker switching when there is no measurement error.
similar to those in the initialization stage.
For acoustic tracking, MC-JPDAF was more robust than DA-IPPF over all differ-
ent noise conditions, especially when there was missing data. DA-IPPF was found to
have serious performance degradation when measurements cross. This indicates that
the data association for multiple targets cannot be accomplished without considering
the dependence between targets. As a solution, DA-IPPF does not use resampling for
each target, but DA-IPPF without the resampling decreases the overall performance
in general.
Speaker switching among multiple people was also tested. The tracking for speaker
switching among multiple people using microphones is a critical matter because the
state-state model is no longer valid. A Gaussian mixture model with different vari-
ances was applied as the proposal function. Tracking using the Gaussian mixture
worked quite well when there was speaker switching even though there is a perfor-
mance degradation when the actual speaker was changed.
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When tracking multiple people using multiple cameras, under ideal conditions
with a high detection rate, an increase in the number of cameras above two does
not significantly improve performance. However, with a high missing data rate, the
presence of additional cameras (three or more) improves the robustness of the entire
performance because it incases the likelihood of two sets of camera measurements at
any one time.
DA-IPPF for visual tracking shows slightly better performance than MC-JPDAF.
This is because visual tracking uses more visual features than the acoustic features
in the acoustic tracking. When there are more measurements, the association of
the measurements to the true, hidden targets is easier. This demonstrates that the
data association problem in DA-IPPF when the measurements are very close can
be helped by using different, multiple features. However, DA-IPPF still has the
problem of assigning the same measurement to multiple targets, which occurs in
speaker tracking when there is a high missing data rate and additive Gaussian noise
when measurements cross.
Missing data generally degrades the performance more in both the initialization
and tracking than do false alarms. Therefore, if both cannot be avoided at the same
time, increasing the number of falsely detected data is preferable to increasing the
amount of missing data.
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CHAPTER VI
PARTICLE FILTERING FOR MULTIPLE PEOPLE
TRACKING AND SPEAKING ACTIVITY DETECTION
USING MULTIPLE CAMERAS AND MICROPHONES
6.1 Overview
As introduced in Section 2.6, sensor fusion aims to use redundancy and comple-
mentarity from different sensors to obtain more robust performance in a non-ideal
environment. For instance, in the application of audio-visual tracking, visual fea-
tures contribute to improve the performance under a severely noised or reverberant
environment for speaker tracking, and acoustic features can give more clues for the
position of the current speaker in cases of occlusion.


































Figure 6.1: The block diagram of joint audio-visual tracking.
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Since there is no guarantee that acoustic data exists in the initialization stage,
the initialization for the joint tracking is performed using visual data alone, which is
the same as the initialization for the visual tracking in Chapter 5.
6.2 Data Models
The state space is defined as the locations of multiple people, which is the same as for
the speaker tracking and the visual tracking system, but augmented with a speaker
activity flag to indicate whether or not each person is speaking. The whole state
space has two components, a location and a speaking activity:
[χ1,t . . . χk,t . . . χK,t] = [xt, st] (89)
where χk,t is a state space for person k and is defined as χk,t = [xk,tsk,t]. xk,t is the
position in Cartesian coordinates, and sk,t is a one-bit flag, which is 1 if person k is
detected as a speaker and 0 otherwise.
The state dynamics for xk,t is a random walk with Gaussian noise as in Equa-
tion (78), but even though sk,t belongs to the state space, it does not evolve in time
using a state update model as the other sub-states do, but is instead estimated.
The data likelihood is the product of each data likelihood in Equations (80)
and (81) using independence assumption between the two different types of sensors,














α is determined empirically and is less than 1.
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6.3 Detection of Speaker Activity















, k = 1, ..., K.
This is the same as using the maximum data likelihood when the data likelihood is a
Gaussian distribution. Unfortunately, this is possible only when the data association
is known, which is not the assumption in this research. In the framework of data
association, the detection of the speaking activity for each target is carried out without
any extra estimation because the data association inherently includes this information





k cannot be seen directly because it is wrapped in the posterior
probability of target k to measurement j from sensor i, βijk in Equation (55). If β
i
0k
















k is generated for each target, each sensor, and each particle
and then is resampled, as in Table 4.8. After resampling for each target, all trivial,
negligible r
i(n)
k s are deleted. The distribution of {r
i(n)
k } for the acoustic sensors after














The simulation for joint tracking is performed using the same scenario in Figure 5.4
that was used for speaker tracking and visual tracking, but this simulation uses much
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higher missing data rates and increased additive Gaussian noise (λm,a = 0.5, σ
2
a = 50,
λm,v = 0.5, σ
2
v = 400). λm,a is the parameter for the Poisson process governing the
missing data for acoustic measurements, and λm,v is the corresponding parameter for
visual measurements. The missing data rate with λm = 0.5 indicates that half of
the true measurements are lost. Since MC-JPDAF showed more stable results than
DA-IPPF, the simulation here uses only MC-JPDAF.
6.4.2 Joint Tracking by using Audio-visual Measurements
Sample measurements with this worst condition are shown in Figure 6.2. The solid
blue lines show the true measurements, and the red dots show the actual measure-
ments with Gaussian noise and missing data.
In Table 6.21, the result of the joint tracking is compared with that of speaker


























(a) Acoustic measurements: λm,a = 0.5, σ
2
a = 100
























(a) Visual measurements λm,v = 0.5, σ
2
v = 400
Figure 6.2: Sample measurements with an increased missing data rate and additive Gaussian noise.
The solid lines are the true measurements, and the dots are measurements with errors and missing
data.
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Table 6.21: The performance of joint tracking with a high missing data rate and additive Gaussian
noise.
Error condition Acoustic tracking Visual tracking Joint tracking
(x,y,z)[cm] (x,y,z)[cm] (x,y,z)[cm]
λm,a = 0.2, σ
2
a = 20
λm,v = 0.5, σ
2
v = 400
target 1 (5.5,4.6,7.5) (24.3,19.5,13.5) (5.8,5.1,7.2)
target 2 (5.6,3.9,6.5) (37.7,20.2,13.2) (6.3,4.3,6.3)
λm,a = 0.5, σ
2
a = 100
λm,v = 0.2, σ
2
v = 100
target 1 (13.8,11.1,15.6) (7.9,5.7,5.0) (7.0,5.4,5.5)
target 2 (12.8,9.2,13.8) (7.5,5.2,4.4) (6.5,4.8,5.1)
λm,a = 0.5, σ
2
a = 100
λm,v = 0.5, σ
2
v = 400
target 1 (13.8,11.1,15.6) (24.3,19.5,13.5) (10.6,8.5,11.6)
target 2 (12.8,9.2,13.8) (37.7,20.2,13.2) (10.7,7.3,10.3)
In Table 6.21, the performance of joint tracking is still robust if only one measure-
ment modality is reasonably good. In the first row of the table, the visual measure-
ments have missing data with λm,v = 0.5 and additive Gaussian noise with σ
2
v = 400,
but the acoustic measurements are more reliable than the visual measurements. The
MAE of joint tracking is much better than that for visual tracking and almost the
same as that for acoustic tracking. The results in the second row, with opposite
reliability, have almost the same result. When both measurements are severely con-
taminated, as in the third row of the table, the result of the joint tracking is better
than that of either result using only one kind of sensor.
The next simulation scenario, which is shown in Figure 6.3, also shows the advan-
tage of joint tracking compared to visual tracking alone. The trajectory of one person
intentionally goes out of the view of multiple cameras. The beginning of the person’s
trajectory is shown only in camera 2. Therefore, visual tracking does not work well.
However, joint tracking using acoustic and visual signals works quite well. The MAE
using 20 Monte-Carlo repetitions using the condition of Figure 6.3 is (10.6, 9.7, 11.1).
This is worse than the results in Table 6.21, but the person can be tracked by using
joint acoustic-visual measurements.
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(b) Acoustic measurements with σ2z = 50, λa,m = 0.2, and λa,f = 0.2
























(c) Visual measurements with σ2z = 100, λv,m = 0.1, and λv,f = 0.2
Figure 6.3: An example of an object missing/lost from cameras. The object is not seen at the
beginning and ending of the trajectory in some cameras. The blue dots indicate true measurements,
and the red dots indicate actual measurements.
6.4.3 Tracking of One Speaker among Multiple People
The next simulation is performed for sensor fusion in cases in which the measurement
belongs only to a sub-state, not to the whole state. Only one person is assumed
to talk among two people, either target 1 or target 2. The results are shown in
Table 6.22. The speaker is marked with an asterisk in the table. The target, which
has joint measurements (marked with an asterisk), is tracked much better than the
other target. Even though the acoustic measurements have errors, the target, which
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has joint measurements (shown in the third and fourth rows) tracks better. Therefore,
this demonstrates that in a non-ideal environment, tracking performance using joint
measurements is usually better than the performance of tracking that uses only one
kind of measurement.
Table 6.22: The performance of joint tracking when only one person speaks among multiple people.
Error condition Joint tracking
(x,y,z)[cm]
λm,a = 0.0, σ
2
a = 0





λm,a = 0.0, σ
2
a = 0





λm,a = 0.2, σ
2
a = 50





λm,a = 0.2, σ
2
a = 50





6.4.4 Speaker Activity Detection
The simulation for speaker activity detection is carried out with three people in fixed
locations, as shown in Figure 5.16(a). The current speaker switches according to
Figure 5.16(b). From time 31 through 35 in Figure 5.16(b), there is silence. To
evaluate the effect of missing data or falsely detected data of acoustic measurements
on speaker activity detection, a missing data rate of λm,a = 0.2 and a falsely detected
data rate of λf,a = 0.2 are used. The visual measurements have additive Gaussian
noise with σ2a = 50 and σ
2
v = 100 and the missing data rate of λm,v = 0.2. Sample
measurements are shown in Figure 6.4.
The results of speaker activity detection are shown in Figure 6.5. Without missing
data or falsely detected data in the measurements, the speaker activity detection is
perfectly accurate. With the missing data, the detection of the current speaker is
missed at times 20, 23, 26, 37, 38, 42, 43, 44, as shown in Figure (b). This is reasonable





















































(b) Acoustic measurements with σ2a = 100 and falsely detected data of λf,a = 0.2
























(c) Visual measurements with σ2a = 100 and missing data of λm,v = 0.2
Figure 6.4: Measurements of three people at fixed positions. The blue dots are true measurements,
and the red show actual measurements.
and this results in an increased value of β0k. False alarms, on the other hand, do
not affect the result as much as the missing data, but they cause incorrect speaker
activity detection at times 5 and 9. This is reasonable because the falsely detected
data around the other objects can increase the possibility that a person might be
detected as a speaker. In this simulation with 20 repetitions, there are around 20%
misses of the true speaker in a missing data environment with λm,a = 0.2 and 5%
false detections at a falsely detected data rate of λf,a = 0.2.
6.5 Discussion
This chapter implemented joint target tracking with multiple cameras and multiple
microphones. Using different sensors can improve the entire performance when one
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(a) With σ2a = 100 without any missing data and falsely detected data







(b) With σ2a = 100 and missing data of λa,m = 0.2







(c) With σ2a = 100 and falsely detected data of λa,f = 0.2
Figure 6.5: The results for speaker switching with different error conditions.
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kind of measurement is highly contaminated. Even when both measurements are
severely contaminated, the chance of having better performance in joint tracking is
higher than it is when using only one kind of sensors because the noise sources for





This chapter addresses the real-time implementation of joint acoustic-visual tracking
system using a PC, four cameras, and six microphones. This chapter is composed of
two parts: implementation of a real system and real-time processing. The part dealing
with the implementation of a real system describes a PC-based tracking system with
four cameras, six microphones, and interfaces between these cameras/microphones
and the PC. The section on the implementation of real-time processing describes
those aspects that make the system work in real time by reducing both processing
time and computational complexity.
7.2 Implementation of a Real System
In a room that is approximately 6(W ) x 4(L) x 3(H) m3, four cameras are installed
near the corners of the room, as shown in Figure 7.1. Six microphones are located at
the positions shown in Table 3.4.
In the past, in order to implement a real tracking system using multiple cameras,
























Figure 7.2: The system configuration.
only one camera was connected to a computer because the processing power of the
computer was not very high. Each computer processed its camera’s images and
extracted the visual features, which were then collected in a central computer, which
was assigned for tracking. The computer assigned for the tracking processed the
transmitted visual features to extract the final interest of the targets [58]. However,
this use of multiple computers, as well as the necessary interfaces between computers,
required a great deal of time and effort to function properly.
This thesis implements a single PC-based tracking system. The prototype of
this system came from Huang [31], who implemented an acoustic-source localization
system using TDOAs based on a PC. This system worked quite well.
In the system in this research, all cameras and microphones are connected into
the PC, as shown in Figure 7.2. One Videum4400 card, which has four analog video
inputs, is installed in the PC to capture the four synchronized camera images. Four
SONY EVI-D30 cameras are connected into the Videum4400 card. The control port
of one camera is connected into a serial port of the PC, and the control ports of the
other cameras are connected in a daisy-chain. All the cameras are controlled using
the SONY VISCA control interface from the PC.
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Six microphones are connected into an audio A/D converter, which captures acous-
tic signals at 44.1KHz or 48KHz sampling rates synchronously and sends them to the
PC via a 1394 interface. A PortAudio open source library [57] is used to drive the
interface in order to send audio streams to the PC through the 1394 interface.
The user interface of the system is shown in Figure 7.2. The whole user interface
is divided into two parts of input monitoring and output monitoring. The left side of
the user interface is primarily designed for monitoring input signal from cameras and
microphones. It also gives intermediate status of visual feature detection to know
how well it can detect visual features. The three windows of the figure show the
results of the Viola-Jones detector and corner detection. The right top side of the
output monitoring part is for showing the entire system status and rough details of
each sub-system. The figure says that the entire system works in off-line mode using
avi files, and Camera 1 and Camera 2 processed both Viola and corner detection and
detected objects, but Camera 3 did not detect any object. The middle black box
shows the object followed by extra camera, which is designed to steer to one object.
It does not show any image in the figure because the system in Figure 7.2 works in
off-line mode. The bottom part of it shows accumulated x and y locations of the
tracked objects since the system was started. The figure of the user interface was
taken when it processes 46th frame after the system began.
The tracking performance is demonstrated with the use of one extra camera, whose
control port is connected to a control port on the PC, and the camera’s video port is
then connected to a monitor. During the demonstration, the PC steers the camera
to follow a one person or a current speaker.
As an intermediate step, this system saves the video streams from the four cameras
in AVI video format and the wave data from the six microphones in PCM file format.
These data are read by Matlab, which uses the data for algorithm development.
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Figure 7.3: The user interface for the system.
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7.2.1 Synchronization between Cameras and Microphones
The acoustic capturing board and the multiple video capturing board do not work
synchronously here. To implement joint tracking with acoustic data and visual data
together, synchronization of both data types is necessary. Since both boards do not
send a time code in their streams for synchronization, the synchronization has to be
done manually. The initial, synchronized starting point for both audio and video
streams is achieved by delaying or advancing the audio steam relative to the video
frame. This is done by changing the size of the input buffer of the acoustic stream.
Once the two kinds of data have been captured by each board and processed in the
feature-detection programs, the frame rate for capturing the video drops automati-
cally if the processing power cannot process all the frames captured. However, even in
this situation when the video frame rate is decreased, the audio interface continuously
saves the audio stream into the input buffer and potentially causes the audio buffer
to overflow. To solve this overflow problem, this research deletes a certain number of










Figure 7.4: The synchronization between audio steams and video frames.
A rectangular block in the audio stream in the figure represents one frame to
be used for TDOA estimation. If the frame rate for the video decreases, a pre-
calculated number of audio frames, which are white rectangles in the figure, are
deleted, as shown in the figure. To solve this overflow problem, the audio steam can
be down-sampled, but a high rate of down-sampling distorts the input audio signals
and prohibits accurate estimation of TDOAs.
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7.3 Implementation of a Real Time Processing
Since multiple cameras and microphones are connected into just one computer, the
entire computational complexity is high. To make the system track targets in real
time, several things should be considered.
7.3.1 Low Resolution and Low Frame rate
Since four cameras are connected to only one PC, 620 x 480 image resolution cannot
be used because such a high resolution requires too much computation and data
transfer between the video capturing card and the CPU. Therefore, this system uses
320 x 240 image resolution. Since the images are color images, the data rate for each
frame is 320 x 240 x 3. Even with the limited image size, the system still requires
considerable computation to process all four camera images. Thus, the frame rate
decreases from less than 5 frames/sec, where 5 frames/sec is the frame rate when
camera images are saved to avi files in the PC. Since this system aims to track people
in a conference room, and their movement is not fast but is irregular, a low frame
rate is acceptable. When the system cannot process all the data, it is the frame rate
that decreases even further, not the image resolution.
7.3.2 System Operation of Initialization and Tracking
The system operates in the two modes of initialization and tracking. Initialization
can work in non-real time, but tracking needs to work in real time, even though the
actual frame rate might be very low. During initialization, the number of targets
and the initial positions of the targets are estimated. This follows the procedure
in Table 4.10. Since the tracking performance greatly depends on the performance
of the initialization, accurate initialization is required. This accuracy is not easy
to achieve in real time. Therefore, the initialization does not aim to work in real
time. For visual-feature detection, the three Viola-Jones detectors are used to find
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their assigned features in the entire image. The detection using the three Viola-
Jones detectors is performed over several frames, and the results are overlapped for
greater accuracy. In speaker tracking, the initialization starts when there is available
acoustic data, and is repeated for several frames to get more accurate results. For
joint audio-visual tracking, the initialization uses only visual data.
After initialization, tracking begins. During tracking, the number of targets is
assumed to be fixed. Visual-feature detection uses motion vectors by using corner
detection/matching algorithms. The system uses a small variance in the state update
model. The tracking uses only a small number of particles, fewer than 500 for 3D
searches. The proposal function uses a state update model with a small variance.
7.3.3 Vector Processing
For real-time processing, the parallelization of vector operations is necessary. Since
most of the data take the form of matrices or vectors, the parallelization and vec-
torizing operations can save processing time. A user or programmer can optimize
operations, but another good way to handle vectorization is to use a commercial li-
brary. The current system does not use any commercial library to parallelize vector
operations, so its processing speed is quite slow. A good library for this vectorization
is Intel Integrated Performance Primitives (IPP) because the library was optimized
for Intel processors. If incorporated this would likely improve system performance.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 Summary of the Thesis Contributions
Applications such as video conferencing, visual surveillance, and scene analysis re-
quire tracking the locations of subjects in common. These applications also use
acoustic or visual data to track subjects. This thesis proposed the tracking of three-
dimensional (3D) locations of people and the current speaker/speakers in a real con-
ference room environment. The research also sought to implement tracking algorithms
in a real system. To achieve these objectives, the research proposed joint audio-visual
tracking using both acoustic and visual data to complement each other’s limitations.
The research focused mainly on robust acoustic-feature detection algorithms for mul-
tiple speakers, robust face/head detection algorithms for non-rigid objects, a tracking
framework to track multiple targets using measurements from multiple microphones
and cameras, and data association and sensor fusion algorithms for multiple targets
in the particle filter.
The main contribution of the proposed research is to develop a non-linear Bayesian
multiple-target tracking system using both microphones and cameras. The proposed
algorithms and the procedures for each application can be easily extended or modified
to different tracking scenarios such as vehicle tracking, pedestrian tracking, etc.
The research also demonstrated multiple acoustic source tracking with a small
number of microphones using TDOAs with reasonable accuracy. Despite the fact that
localization using TDOA has been known to detect only a single speaker, this research
demonstrated that data association combined with TDOA features was able to track
multiple targets. The main contribution here is to extract multiple TDOAs for the
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cases where reverberation and a high noise level are present and solve the association
of target-to-measurements, false alarms, or missing data in the data association.
The research proposed fast, reliable visual-feature detection using motion vectors
using a corner feature. Even though corner detection is used for many applications
in computer vision, it has not been used for motion detection for non-rigid objects as
is proposed here.
This research applied a particle filter as the main tracking framework to implement
non-linear measurement models and to simplify the fusion of different modalities for
joint tracking. Using a particle filter for tracking is not new. However, designing
an appropriate state space and observation models for a specific tracking scenario is
novel and valuable.
This research also implemented and evaluated two data association methods, MC-
JPDAF and DA-IPPF, which were basically proposed by Vermaark, in different noise
environments and in different tracking scenarios. MC-JPDAF was proved to be suit-
able enough to use for our tracking scenarios. MC-JPDAF worked quite well even
in the conditions of a high missing data rate and Gaussian measurement noise. The
research improved the data association method using IPPF by proposing an exclusive
data association parameter, but MC-JPDAF showed more stable performance than
DA-IPPF, especially when measurements for multiple targets were close. The re-
search revealed that the assumption of independent sampling of the data association
parameter in IPPF for multiple targets was not reasonable because data association
tries to figure out which measurement belongs to which target. This indicates that
data association parameters for multiple targets should be dependent.
The research also proposed an initialization method, which is very critical to
most tracking algorithms. This initialization method worked quite well in moderate
noisy environments in different application scenarios of multiple speaker tracking and
multiple people tracking.
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The research also proposed a method to estimate speaker activity from the data
association without any extra calculation.
Finally, this research implemented the entire tracking algorithms in a real system
based on using a single PC. Even though this system cannot work at high frame rates,
it demonstrates promising results.
8.2 Future Works
The research points to several topics for future research to improve the performance
of the proposed algorithms and to apply the proposed algorithms to different appli-
cations.
First, the research can be expanded by using steerable cameras. Since the system
knows the positions of targets at the previous frame time, it can steer the cameras
to the specific target. Then, the camera calibration matrix can be calculated using
only the steering information without recalibration in real time. In this case, even
though the angle of view of the camera is limited, since it can be steered to the
target, there would be a reduced chance of losing the target. This thesis introduces
a method for performing the camera calibration using the steering information of
the camera in Appendix A. One possible application using this scenario is to track
a single speaker using multiple microphones and one steering camera. First, the
initial position of the speaker is calculated by simple acoustic-source localization
using multiple microphones. Then, the camera is steered to the initial position from
the acoustic-source localization. Next, for more robust tracking, joint tracking is
applied using acoustic data and a face extracted from the steered camera, which uses
a camera-calibration matrix calculated with the steered information.
The next area of future work would be to use multiple view geometry between
multiple cameras to improve the performance and reduce of visual-feature extraction
more than we used in Section 3.4. This research only used the epipolar geometry to
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determine the robustness of detected features from only a single classifier. However, if
we use more information from detected objects in the previous frames, using multiple
camera geometry can improve the detection rate of objects. It can also contribute to
reduce computation time, which is a big limitation in a real system.
A third area for future research is that the tracking of faces/heads with motion by
using corner detection/matching can be improved, especially for the cases in which a
person approaches a camera. The window size of a non-rigid object can be controlled
by using the location of the object in tracking.
The last suggestion for future research is to use Intel IPP to speed up the process-
ing time in the system. Most operations in acoustic-feature detection, visual-feature
detection, and particle filtering use vectors and matrices, but the current programs in
the system were not optimized for these vector/matrix operations. If these parts are
replaced with a library of Intel IPP, the system could be expected to operate much




Camera calibration [25] describes the relationship between a 3D position in Cartesian
coordinates and a 2D image point. To derive the camera-calibration matrix for a
camera, a simple pin-hole model is usually used as a camera model. If one point in 3D
Cartesian coordinates is denoted by (x, y, z), the pin-pole model maps this point into




), using a focal length f of the camera. By
using homogeneous coordinates [], a 2D point (x, y) is denoted by (x, y, 1). Likewise,
one 3D point, (x, y, z), is denoted by (x, y, z, 1) using the homogeneous coordinates.












f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0




















f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 1 0

X = kPX (94)
where P is called a pin-hole camera projection matrix.
However, since the camera center using Equation (94) maps into the center of an
image, the origin should be moved into the camera’s principal point, (px, py). Then,
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f 0 px 0
0 f py 0












1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

X = kK[I|0]X. (95)
K is called the camera-calibration matrix, more specifically the internal camera-
calibration matrix, to distinguish it from an external camera-calibration matrix.
However, an image in a CCD camera is described by a pixel and cannot be guar-
anteed to be square pixels. The pixel aspect ratio is denoted as (mx, my). Therefore,
(fmx, fmy) is replaced with (αx, αy) and the principal point is also defined (u0, v0)
in terms of pixel dimensions. In addition, the lens distortion, called a skew, s, is also










The internal camera-calibration matrix is not enough to describe the mapping be-
tween a 3D point and a 2D image point because the origin of 3D Cartesian coordinates
is different from the origin of the camera and because the direction of 3D Cartesian
coordinates can be different from the direction of the camera. These differences in
the origin and direction of the coordinate systems are expressed by a rotation and
a translation. Denote X in Equation (95) by Xcam with a reference at the camera
center with the same direction of the camera and X as a point in any 3D coordinate







X = [R|t]X. (96)
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R and C are the rotation matrix and the translation vector between Xcamm and
X. When this relation is applied to Equation (95), the final equation is
x = kK[R|t]X = kPX. (97)
To calibrate a camera, a DLT (Direct Linear Transformation) or Gold Standard
algorithm [25] has been widely used. In practice, the most well-known camera-
calibration tool came from CALTECH [1], which was also implemented in Intel
OpenCV [35]. This technique requires only a few planar patterns with different
orientations. When a steering camera is used, camera movement can be modeled as
a pan and a tilt as RPan and RTilt. If θ and φ are the panning angle and the tilting




1 0 0 0
0 cos(φ) −sin(φ) 0
0 sin(φ) cos(φ) 0






cos(θ) 0 −sin(θ) 0
0 1 0 0
sin(θ) 0 cos(θ) 0
0 0 0 1


Now, R in Equation (96) is multiplied with RTiltRPan, and then the calibration
matrix of a steering camera is
P = K[R|t] = K[RT iltRPanR|t] (98)
where t is the transition vector between the position of the camera and the reference




The epipolar geometry [25] is the intrinsic geometry between two views, and a fun-
damental matrix encapsulates this epipolar geometry in an uncalibrated case; an
essential matrix encapsulates this epipolar geometry in a calibrated case. Here, with-
out distinguishing between the fundamental matrix and the essential matrix, this
section calls it a fundamental matrix, in general. For more than two views, a trifocal
tensor [25] plays the same role as the fundamental matrix. This trifocal tensor can
be extended to more than three views. Both the epipolar geometry and the trifocal
tensor are independent of the scene structure but dependent on all the projective ge-
ometry between views. Figure B.1 shows a mapping X in 3D Cartesian coordinates
into u and u
′
in two different views. e and e
′
are epipoles, and c and c
′
are camera
centers. The point X maps into u in one view and u
′
in the other view. Although u
is assumed to be known, u
′
cannot be estimated from u. However, u
′
is on the line l
′
if the fundamental matrix is known. This relationship of a point in one camera into
a line in another camera can be described by the fundamental matrix, F, which is a
3x3 matrix by
l′ = Fu. (99)
Since point u
′
is on the l
′
, the inner product of u
′T and l
′











′TFu = 0. (100)







Figure B.1: The correspondence between a point in 3D and a point in an image.
of two different views. Calculating F between two different views can be done using
either at least seven correspondences or the camera-calibration matrices of the two
views. Since all cameras are calibrated in this research, F is calculated using the
camera-calibration matrices. Among several ways to calculate F using two calibration
matrices, a 4x4 determinant using rows of the camera matrices is used [25].
As in Equation (98), assume there are two cameras whose camera calibration





















 = 0. (101)
By denoting P as (p1,p2,p3)




























 = 0. (102)
If (X,−1/k,−1/k
′
)T has a non-zero solution, the determinant of the matrix in
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After identifying each term in Equation (103) with the corresponding terms from
Equation (100), an element of the fundamental matrix, fij, is described by the deter-










where ∼ Pi is P without row i.
After a point is obtained from one camera and multiplied with the fundamental
matrix of another camera by using Equation (104).
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